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Abstract
The developments in nanotechnologies have increased the complexity of
digital circuits. While the area of integrated circuits is reducing, the number of
elements is increasing rapidly. The growing complexity of digital circuits has
made testing one of the most complicated and time-consuming problems in
system design and production. A very small manufacture defect in a wire or in a
transistor element can easily result in a faulty digital system. Therefore, testing
is required to guarantee fault-free products and more efficient testing methods
are needed.
This thesis addresses several hierarchical automated test pattern
generation techniques. The main emphasis is to increase the fault coverage with
reducing the run times with respect to the state-of-the-art.
Firstly, a novel constraint-based approach for hierarchical automated test
pattern generator is presented. Deterministic algorithm first activates test path
constraint at register-transfer level and subsequently applies a constraint solving
package ECLiPSe Prolog assembling the tests. Experimental results show that it
provides increased fault coverage for hard-to-test designs with respect to semiformal approaches and this approach offers short run times.
Secondly, a novel approach was presented combining three different fault
models − hierarchical fault model for functional blocks, a functional fault model
for multiplexers and a mixed hierarchical-functional fault model for comparison
operators. The fault models are integrated into the fast hierarchical decision
diagram based automated test pattern generation tool developed in this thesis.
According to experiments, the proposed method significantly outperforms stateof-the-art test pattern generation tools. The main new contribution of this work is
a formal definition of high-level decision diagram representations and the
combination of the three fault models in order to target high gate-level stuck-at
fault coverage for sequential cores.
Thirdly, based on the same tool, untestable faults identification method is
introduced. The method is based on hierarchical approach where test path
constraints extracted at the RTL are applied to proving untestable faults at the
gate-level. For the first, the concept of test path constraints for testing a module
in the RTL design is presented. Then the procedure of extracting a full set of test
path constraints is shown. Experiments show that it is capable of generating tests
yielding maximum fault efficiency for modules embedded into the RTL.
All mentioned three approaches were included into hierarchical test
generation tool named Decider.
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Annotatsioon

Nanotehnoloogiline areng on muutnud digitaalskeemid palju keerulisemaks. Kuigi ühelt poolt digitaalskeemide pindala väheneb, siis teisalt nendes
sisalduv lülituste ehk transistoride arv suureneb, mistõttu on digitaalskeemide
disainimise ja tootmise juures muutunud nende testimine üheks keerulisemaks ja
aeganõudvamaks etapiks. Piisab vaid ühest defektist toodetud mikrokiibis, mille
tõttu ei pruugi terve digitaalseade töötada korrektselt. Seega on äärmiselt oluline,
et iga digitaalseadet testitakse peale tootmist.
Antud väitekiri käsitleb kolme hierarhilise testigenereerimise meetodit,
mille põhieesmärk on suurendada testigeneraatori veakatet ning vähendada
genereerimiseks kulunud tööaega.
Esiteks esitletakse uudset kitsenduste lahendamisel põhinevat hierarhilist
testigenereerimise meetodit. Selles meetodis kutsutakse kõigepealt välja
deterministlik algoritm, mis kirjutab välja kõik kitsendused, mis on vajalikud, et
aktiveerida tee sisendist kuni testitava moodulini RTL tasemel. Seejärel
kutsutakse välja leitud kitsenduste lahendamiseks ECLiPSe Prolog ning saadud
vastuseid kasutades genereeritakse moodulile madalal tasemel test. Katsetulemused näitavad, et selline uudne meetod annab suurema veakatte eelkõige
raskesti testitavatele digitaalskeemidele ning lühendab testigenereerimiseks
kulunud aega.
Teiseks esitletakse uudset meetodit, kus on ühendatud kolm erinevat
rikete mudelit: hierarhiline rikete mudel funktsionaalsetele moodulitele,
funktsionaalne rikete mudel multiplekserite jaoks ja kombineeritud hierarhilinefunktsionaalne rikete mudel võrdluste moodulitele. Rikete mudelid on integreeritud kõrgtaseme otsustusdiagrammidesse. Vastavalt katsetulemustele pakutakse
välja oluliselt efektiivsem uudne meetod kui nüüdisaegsed testigenereerimise
vahendid. Peamine uudsus antud töös on formaalne määratlus nende kolme
rikkemudeli kombinatsioonis kõrgetaseme otsustusdiagrammides.
Kolmandaks esitatakse kitsendustel põhineva mittetestitavate rikete
tuvastamise meetod. Meetod põhineb samuti hierarhilisel testigenereerimise
lähenemisviisil, kus leitakse tee testitava moodulini registersiirde tasemel ning
antud teed kasutatakse mittetestitavate vigade tõestuseks loogikalülituste
tasemel. Esiteks esitatakse registersiirde disainis testitava mooduli tee aktiveerimine ning seejärel antud tee kitsenduste väljatoomise algoritm. Katsetulemused
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näitavad, et antud meetod on võimeline genereerima registersiirde tasemel
maksimaalseid tulemusi integreeritud moodulitele.
Kõik kolm esitletud meetodit integreeriti hierarhilisse testigeneraatorisse
Decider.
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1 Introduction

This thesis addresses several hierarchical automated test pattern
generation improvements. The main emphasis is to increase the fault coverage
while reducing the working time.
This chapter presents the motivation behind the presented work, followed
by a more detailed problem formulation. This is followed by a summary of the
main contributions and an overview of the thesis structure.

1.1 Motivation
Digital circuits become more important in everyday life by controlling very
complex systems in which different subsystems intertwine with each other. In such
systems, it is very important that all parts function as expected. A simple error in
subsystem may propagate through the whole system and affect other modules. For
example, in 1997 USS cruiser Yorktown’s main power was shut down for about
three hours, because of an error in the kitchen inventory application. An arithmetic
exception was propagated through the system until it stopped the main power [1].
Or an even more dramatic example from the year 2008 where 154 persons were
killed in a civil airplane crash. Due to a fault in the central computer system, no
alarm was raised over multiple problems on the plane [2].
As known, the complexity of digital circuits has been increasing very
rapidly. It is following the so-called Moore’s law [3], which says that the scale
of Integrated Circuits (IC) has doubled every 18 months. While a
microprocessor in 1989 contained only one million transistors, already in 2005
the number of transistors had raised to more than one billion [4]. Today’s
architecture feature size is 22nm or less compared with 1µm in 1986. It means
the feature size has reduced 45 times! Moreover, the operating frequencies have
been increasing dramatically too – Intel 4004 microprocessor ran at 108 KHz in
1971 [5], while current commercially available microprocessors commonly run
at several gigahertzes.
Increasing complexity of digital circuits has made testing one of the most
complicated and time-consuming problems in system design and production. It
21

is estimated that 70 % of the design cycle for systems is spent on tests and
verification [6]. A very small manufacturing defect, for example, open or bridge,
can easily result in a faulty IC [7]. It takes only one faulty transistor or wire to
make the entire chip function improperly. Defects that were created during the
manufacturing process are unavoidable and a certain number of ICs is expected
to be faulty. Therefore, testing is required to guarantee fault-free products,
regardless of whether the product is a Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI)
circuit’s device or an electronic system composed of many VLSI devices.
When the time for testing grows rapidly, more efficient testing methods
are needed. Testing means the checking of circuits for manufacturing correctness
for each produced device. There also exists a functional verification to check the
correctness of functionality but this is not considered in this research. The
keyword for testing is how to generate effective test vectors. The goal is getting
a minimum number of test vectors that cover 100 % of faults with a minimum
time. The quality of testing relies on algorithms that generate test vectors. For
combinational circuit, a method that guarantees 100 % fault detection was
approached in 1990s. As a result, Automated Test Pattern Generation (ATPG)
for combinational logic is no longer a problem [7].
Test generation for sequential synchronous designs is still a difficult and
time-consuming task. A state sequence must be traversed so that it is possible to
propagate the fault effect to a primary circuit output. The fault must be observed
and detected. Ideally, testing should be fast and reliable. However, in reality test
generation times are too long for complex circuits and the achieved fault coverage
is unsatisfactory. Several approaches to generating tests for stuck-at faults in
sequential circuits have been proposed over the years. For example, at the gatelevel deterministic methods [8] [9] are not able to efficiently handle sequential
designs with more than a couple of thousands of gates. But simulation-based
approaches [10] [11] [12] do not guarantee detection for hard-to-test random
pattern resistant faults. And functional test [13] [14] generation does not offer full
structural level fault coverage. Still, no satisfactory solution for sequential circuit
test generation has been proposed and the problem still lacks a breakthrough.

1.2 Problem formulation
As mentioned above, a lot of different methods have been implemented to
generate test vectors for sequential circuits, but none of these give a solution to
reach 100 % fault coverage in sequential circuits. In sequential circuits, there are
memory elements and feedback loops and these make test pattern generation
difficult.
In generating tests for synchronous sequential circuits, a state sequence
must be traversed to propagate the fault effect to a primary circuit output and
initialize inputs to activate the test path to the Module Under Test (MUT).
22

During that state traversing, different constraints are created and updated.
Created constraints may be very long and hard to solve. To speed up test
generator time and increase the fault coverage it is important to solve those
constraints quickly and correctly.
Because it is hard to generate tests for real defects, fault models are used.
A fault model is a mathematical description of how a defect alters the design
behaviour. A good fault model must satisfy two criteria – it should accurately
reflect the behaviour of the defect and it should be computationally efficient for
the fault simulation and the test pattern generation. No single fault model
accurately reflects the behaviour of all possible defects that can occur.
When generating tests, two criteria must be satisfied − the fault must be
controllable and observable. If there is a fault and those two criteria cannot be
satisfied, then there is an untestable fault. Untestable fault is a fault for which no
test exists. Identifying untestable faults in sequential synchronous circuits
remains unsolved. ATPG tools spend a lot of effort not only for deriving test
vectors for testable faults but also for proving that there exist no tests for the
untestable faults. Because of the reason mentioned above, the identification of
untestable faults has been an important aspect in speeding up the sequential
ATPG.
This thesis is addressing the challenges mentioned above.

1.3 Contributions
The current thesis introduces several approaches to improve hierarchical
ATPG for synchronous sequential circuit fault coverage and speed. The main
contributions of this thesis are summarised as follows:


A new deterministic algorithm that extracts constraints for activating test
paths at Register-Transfer Level (RTL) and subsequently applies a
constraint solving package ECLiPSe assembling the tests in hierarchical
ATPG. The current thesis is focused to constraint based ATPG on
Chapter 5.



A new type of fault model based on High-Level Decision Diagrams
(HLDD) dedicated to the faults in FSMs embedded into RTL
description. The novel contribution of this approach is a formal
definition of high-level decision diagram representations and the
combination of the three fault models in order to provide a high fault
coverage testing of sequential cores. The current thesis Chapter 6 is
focused to new type of fault model.
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A new hierarchical untestability identification method for non-scan
sequential circuits containing feedback loops is presented. The method
is based on extracting and minimizing RTL test path activation
constraints that drive a dedicated logic-level deterministic ATPG. The
current thesis is focused to improve hierarchical untestability
identification on Chapter 7.

All three mentioned approaches were included into top-down hierarchical
test generation tool named Decider and are ready for using. Decider is worked
out by Department of Computer Engineering by Tallinn University of
Technology.

1.4 Thesis organization
The presented thesis consists of eight chapters. It is organized as follows.
Chapter two provides background information required for the discussion
of further proposed approaches. Basic definitions and different aspects of digital
circuits and testing are introduced in that chapter.
In chapter three automatic test pattern generation and fault simulation
overview are given.
Chapter four gives an overview of RTL and high-level decision diagram
models. In addition assignment decision diagram is introduced.
In chapter five, constraints based ATPG is presented. It starts with
previous work after which the concept of path activation constraints is shown.
Then fault effect propagation and constraint justification are shown with an
example. Finally, constraints solving methods are presented. The chapter ends
with experimental results and conclusions.
In chapter six, high-level decision diagram based fault models are
presented. This chapter starts with previous work after which a mixed
functional-hierarchical fault model is presented.
In chapter seven, identifying untestable faults in sequential circuits is
presented. This chapter starts with previous work in identifying untestable faults
in sequential circuits where different methods are shown. It continues with the
untestability proof flow. Then, test path constraints extraction and minimization
are presented. Finally, constraint-driven ATPG for proving untestability is
shown. The chapter ends with experimental results and conclusions.
Chapter eight draws conclusions of this thesis.
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2 Fault modelling

This chapter presents basic background knowledge that is necessary to
understand the related topic of current research. Starting at the very beginning −
what digital circuits are and how to divide them into different classes, should
guarantee that a reader is able to track this thesis. After that, elementary
knowledge about the digital testing and definitions is presented. And finally, the
stuck-at-fault model is introduced.

2.1 Digital circuits
A digital circuits can be defined generally as an interconnection of
Boolean logic elements such as AND (&) gates, OR (V) gates and INVERTERS
and combinations of these elements and it must be able to process a set of
discrete and finite-valued electrical signals. The opposite of the digital circuits is
analog devices where only continuous time voltages and currents are used.
These devices are not considered in this work. Digital circuits may be classified
as combinational or sequential. For example, Figure 1 presents the
combinational circuit (A) and sequential circuit (B).
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Figure 1. Combinational (A) and sequential (B) circuit example.

In a combinational circuit, the present outputs depend only on present
inputs. In a sequential circuit the present outputs depend not only on present
inputs, but also on past inputs, i.e. the circuit state. This is because a sequential
circuit consists not only of the combinational part, but also of memory elements
like flip-flops and registers holding the circuit state. A sequential circuit also
contains feedback loops.
Those two classes, combinational and sequential circuits, have different
topologies. The first difference between them is, as mentioned earlier, that the
combinational circuit does not contain loops. Because of that combinational
circuits do not have states like sequential circuits have. The second one is from
testing, proposing that a test for a fault in a sequential circuit may consist of
several vectors while a combinational circuit to test a fault is a single vector
need.
When a combinational circuit does not contain redundant logic, the device
may be tested by applying all possible 2n input patterns for stuck-at faults, where
‘n’ is the number of inputs. This testing is called exhaustive testing and it is
suitable only for small circuits. When the number of inputs gets higher, the
exhaustive testing time will grow rapidly. In sequential circuits, it is not possible
to use exhaustive testing because that type of testing does not guarantee that all
possible states will be covered.
Sequential digital circuits may be further classified as asynchronous or
synchronous. A synchronous circuit is a digital circuit in which the parts are
synchronized by a clock signal. In contrast to a synchronous, an asynchronous
circuit is not governed by a clock signal. Instead they often use signals that
indicate the completion of instructions and operations, specified by simple data
transfer protocols. This work addresses only synchronous sequential circuits.
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2.2 Importance of testing digital circuits
In test generation, the terms ‘defect’, ‘error’ and ‘fault’ are used very
often. A defect in an electronic system is the unintended difference between the
implemented hardware and its intended design. Defects occur either during
manufacture or during the use of devices. A wrong output signal produced by a
defective system is called an error. A fault is a mathematical representation of a
defect reflecting a physical condition that causes a circuit to fail to perform in a
required manner.
When a digital sequential circuit is fabricated, it is not possible to
guarantee that all produced circuits work as expected. This is because of material
defects. Also, some device behaviour may change during the time because of
material changing. To make sure that a fabricated circuit works as the design
specification intends, we need to test it. Testing consists of two different
processes – test generation and test application.
In the test generation process, test patterns are produced for efficient
testing. A test pattern or sequence of input pattern is also called test vectors or
the sequence of test vectors. They produce a different output in a faulty circuit
compared with the fault-free circuit. The goal of the test generation is to find an
efficient set of test vectors that detects all faults considered for that circuit.
Test application is performed by the Automated Test Equipment (ATE).
The purpose of this process is to apply test patterns to the Circuit Under Test
(CUT) and analyse the output responses with known good results. Circuits that
produce correct output responses for all input stimuli pass the test and are
considered to be fault-free. Those circuits that fail to produce a correct response
at any point during the test sequence are assumed to be faulty. Figure 2 depicts a
digital testing process flow.
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Figure 2. Digital circuits test process flow

Quality and economy are the benefits of testing. It means that digital
circuits are tested within an acceptable time frame with minimum costs while
satisfying the user’s needs. For example, testing all possible stuck-at faults in
sequential circuits with only 32 inputs and 100 flip-flops with 2 gigahertz will
take 86 322 264 566 448 100 000 000 years. It is obvious that this is not a
solution and circuits need to be tested within a reasonable time frame.

All SSA test time, in seconds

f
2
test operating frequence

2

f

To measure the quality of a test, fault coverage is used. Fault coverage can
be defined as the following ratio:

Fault coverage

Number of detected faults
Total number of faults

It may be impossible to obtain fault coverage of 100 % because of the
existence of undetectable faults in sequential circuits. An untestable fault means
there is no test to distinguish the fault-free circuit from a faulty circuit containing
that fault. As a result, the fault coverage can be modified and expressed as the
fault efficiency, also referred to as the effective fault coverage, which is defined
as:
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Fault efficiency

Number of detected faults
Total number of faults number of untestable faults

In order to calculate the efficiency of fault detection, let alone reach a 100 %
fault coverage, all of the undetectable faults in the circuit must be correctly
identified, which is a difficult task [7].

2.3 Yield and Reject Rate
Because it is not possible to produce a 100 % good IC, some percentage
of the manufactured ICs are expected to be faulty due to manufacturing defects.
The yield of a manufacturing process is defined as the percentage of acceptable
parts among all parts that are fabricated:

Yield

Number of acceptable parts
Total number of parts fabricated

There are two types of yield loss: catastrophic and parametric.
Catastrophic yield loss is due to random defects, and parametric yield loss is due
to process variations. Parametric variations due to the process fluctuations
become the dominant reason for yield loss.
When ICs are tested, the following two undesirable situations may occur:
1.
2.

A faulty device appears to be a good part passing the test
(under-testing).
A good device fails the test and appears as faulty
(over-testing).

First outcomes are often due to a poorly designed test or the lack of design for
testability (DFT). Second outcomes may occure when DFT is used.
Poorly designed test is a test that does not detect faults in the
manufactured circuits and affect to the device quality. Moreover, digital circuits
have different phases during its lifetime and in each phase the device should be
tested to ensure its quality. The following phases can be recognized: chip
manufacture, board manufacture, system manufacture, and working phase of a
product. For example if a chip fault is not caught by chip phase testing, then
finding the fault costs 10 times as much at the board level as at the chip phase.
Similarly, if a board fault is not caught by board level testing, then finding the
fault costs 10 times as much at the system level as at the board phase. The
relationship of the test and repair costs during each of these phases can be
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approximated with the rule-of-ten [15]. Rule of then is illustrated in Table 1. If
the test and repair cost in the component manufacturing phase is R, then in the
board manufacture phase it is 10R, in the system manufacturing phase it is 100R,
and during the working phase it is 1000R. This is due to the increase in the
difficulty level of locating the faulty part, the increase in repair effort and the
larger volume of units involved. [16]
Table 1. Cost of fixing defect at different stages of the product phases

Cost to fix problems

x1000

x100
x1
Chip phase

x10
Board phase

System phase Working phase

DFT is design techniques for sequential circuits that add controllability
and observability to a hardware design that makes test generation and test
application cost-effective. Controllability reflect how difficult is to set a signal
line to a required logic value from primary inputs and observability reflects, how
difficult is propagate the logic value of the signal line to primary outputs.
There are three main types of DFT approaches for digital circuits:
 ad-hoc techniques
 scan design techniques
 built-in self-test
While DFT techniques are generally used in order to reduce test
generation complexity, they may induce over-testing problems. DFT makes a
large number of untestable faults testable. Overtesting occurs when a defect that
would not be detected under functional operation conditions of a chip, is
detected due to non-functional conditions created during test application. The
over-testing causes yield loss because good circuits in normal operations may be
regarded as faulty ones under the test mode. Moreover, over-testing reduce test
generation time. Furthermore, identification of untestable faults could avoiding
over-testing and reduce yield loss. [17]
If all products pass acceptance test, some faulty devices will still be found
in the manufactured electronic system. The ratio of field-rejected parts to all
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parts passing quality assurance testing, is referred to as the reject rate, also called
the defect level:

Reject rate =

Number of faulty parts passing final test
Total number of parts passing final test

The reject rate provides an indication of the overall quality of the VLSI
testing process [7]. The highest quality refers to the product meeting its
requirements at lowest possible cost. In a manufacturing process, both criteria,
meeting the requirements and reducing cost, determine the quality. Testing
checks conformance to requirements. Therefore, a cost tradeoff is often
necessary. A test that can reduce the number of outgoing faulty parts to an
acceptably small value can be considered as a good test, especially if the test
cost is also acceptable.

High
Cost of testing

Defect rate

Low

High

Figure 3. Cost of testing

2.4 Fault Models
It is difficult to generate tests for real defects. For this reason, fault models
are used. A fault model could be defined as a mathematical description of how a
defect alters design behaviour. Fault models are necessary for generating and
evaluating a set of test vectors. Generally, a good fault model should satisfy two
criteria:
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1) It should accurately reflect the behaviour of defects.
2) It should be computationally efficient in terms of fault simulation and
test pattern generation.
Many fault models have been proposed [7], but, unfortunately, no single
fault model accurately reflects the behaviour of all possible defects that can
occur. Here, in this thesis, only suck-at faults are considered. Other fault models
such as transistor faults, open and short faults, delay faults and other fault
models are not considered in this work.
The stuck-at fault is a logical fault model that has been used successfully
for decades and it has been the industrial standard since 1959. A stuck-at fault
affects the state of logic signals on lines in a logic circuit, including the Primary
Inputs (PIs), Primary Outputs (POs), internal gate inputs and outputs, fan-out
stems (sources), and fan-out branches. The stuck-at fault model assumes that the
elementary components are fault-free. A stuck-at fault transforms the correct
value on the faulty signal line to appear to be stuck at a constant logic value,
either logic 0 or logic 1, referred to as stuck-at-0 (SA0) or stuck-at-1 (SA1),
respectively. To generate a test for line SA0, we need to find a vector of PIs that
sets signal on that line to 1 so that some primary output differs between the good
circuit and the faulty circuit.
There can be several stuck-at faults simultaneously present in a circuit. A
circuit with n lines can have 3n-1 possible stuck combinations [7]. This is
because each line can be in one of the three states:
1.
2.
3.

SA1
SA0
Fault-free.

The circuit is fault-free only then when all lines are identified as faultfree. All other combinations mean that the circuit is faulty, because even one
faulty line could cause a catastrophic result on the circuit operation. Already a
small number of n will give an enormously large number of multiple stuck-at
faults. Therefore, it is common practice to model only one single stuck-at (SSA)
fault, so an n-line circuit can have at most 2n SSA faults.
The stuck-at fault model is the most often used fault model in ATPG
systems. In SSA fault model, the following presumption is made − only one
single and permanent fault is considered at the time. There are three properties
that characterize a single stuck-at fault model:
 Only one line is faulty.
 The faulty line is permanently set either logical 1 or logical 0.
 The fault can be assumed at an input or an output of the gate [18]
The stuck-at fault model is a logical fault model because no delay
information is associated with the fault definition. It is also called a permanent
fault model because the faulty effect is assumed to be permanent, in contrast to
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intermittent faults which occur (seemingly) at random and transient faults which
occur sporadically, perhaps depending on operating conditions (e.g.,
temperature, power supply voltage) or on the data values (high or low voltage
states) on surrounding signal lines.
The number of SSA faults is further reduced by technique called fault
collapsing [18]. Traditionally, this is done by implementing two types of
relations on the set of faults: fault equivalence and fault dominance. Faults f1
and f2 are said to be equivalent if any test that detects f1 detects f2 and vice
versa, any test detecting f2 covers also the fault f1. It is said that fault f1
dominates f2, if any test that detects f2 will also detect f1. Note that the
equivalence relationship is symmetrical while the dominance is not. Equivalence
relations between stuck-at faults for basic Boolean gates are presented in Figure
4A and the dominance is explained in Figure 4B. Typically, fault collapsing
reduces the total number of faults by 50 to 60 % [7] [19].

A. Equivalence relationships of stuck-at faults for basic logic gates

B. Dominance relationships of stuck-at faults for basic logic gates

Figure 4. Fault collapsing for Boolean gates

There are functional and structural tests. In functional testing every entry
in the truth table for the combinational logic circuit is tested to determine
whether it produces the correct response. For example, to test an adder with 129
inputs and 65 outputs it needed 2219 input patterns that produce 2219 output
responses [18]. ATE that operates at 1 GHz would take 2,1580566142x1022
years to apply all of these patterns to the circuit-under-test (CUT). In structural
testing, only selected specific test patterns are used based by circuit structural
information and fault models. The total number of test patterns decreases
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because the test vectors target specific faults. For testing the above example
adder, only 1728 test patterns will be needed and ATE with working the same
frequency would apply these patterns in 0.000001728 s and it achieves exactly
the same fault coverage as the intractable functional test-pattern set described
above.
In Figure 5, one simple circuit example is shown. There are nine signal
lines representing potential stuck-at faults. They are labelled alphabetically − A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I. For exhaustive testing, eight test vectors will be
needed (2n for all possible input pattern, where n is the number of inputs). Table
2 gives the truth tables for observable stuck-at faults. All the entries where the
faulty circuit produces an output response different from fault-free circuit are
marked as 1 and highlighted in grey in Table 2. Let us look closely at a two
different scenarios generating test on potential stuck-at fault B. First, let us use
vector 000 for testing. If line B is faulty and it is stuck-at-0, the line will be
spread 0 instead of 1. Despite of stuck-at-0 on the point of B the primary output
will get the correct response 0 and the fault will not be discovered. In that
scenario the fault is not observable in the primary output and it is marked as 0 in
the truth table. Secondly, let us use vector 010 for testing. If line B is faulty and
it is stuck-at-0, the primary output will get a faulty response 1 (the correct value
in fault-free circuit should be 0) and the fault will be discovered. As a result, the
input values for the highlighted truth table entries represent valid test vectors to
detect the associated stuck-at faults. The circuit in Figure 5 can be tested with
100 % coverage with four test vectors – 001, 010, 110 and 111.

Figure 5. Potential stuck-at fault locations
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Table 2. Truth tables for observable stuck-at faults for Figure 5
SAF

000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111

A

s‐a‐0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

A

s‐a‐1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

B

s‐a‐0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

B

s‐a‐1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

C

s‐a‐0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

C

s‐a‐1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

D

s‐a‐0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

D

s‐a‐1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

E

s‐a‐0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

E

s‐a‐1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

F

s‐a‐0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

F

s‐a‐1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

G

s‐a‐0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

G

s‐a‐1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

H

s‐a‐0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

H

s‐a‐1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

I

s‐a‐0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

I

s‐a‐1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0
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3 Test of sequential circuits
This chapter presents automatic test pattern generator methods and
algorithms. Many challenges that exist in this area include reduction of the time
and memory with obtaining high fault coverage. Secondly the task of fault
simulation, which determines how many of the potential faults are detected with
ATPG, is explained.

3.1 Automatic test pattern generation
Testing sequential circuits is more difficult than testing combinational
circuits. For example fault propagation and activation is complicated because of
the presence of memory elements and feedback paths. To detect a fault, a test
sequence is usually required, rather than a single input vector, and the response
of a sequential circuit is a function of its initial state [20].
ATPG for sequential circuits is the application of algorithmic-based
software to generate sequence of input test patterns that can be used for the
purpose of testing a manufactured circuit for defects. [7]. Many challenges
existing in this area include reduction in time and memory required to generate
the tests, reduction in the number of cycles needed to apply the tests to the
circuit, and obtaining high fault coverage. Adding to the complexity of this
problem is that an untestable fault is not necessarily redundant in a sequential
circuit [16].
General form for fault detection in sequential circuits is like follow. Let T
be a test sequence and R(q,T) be the response to T of a sequential circuit N
starting in the initial state q. Now consider the circuit Nf obtained in the presence
of the fault f. Similarly we denote Rf(qf,T) the response of Nf to T starting in the
initial state qf. [20]
Definition 1: A test sequence T strongly detects the fault f if the output
sequences R(q,T) and Rf(qf,T) are different for every possible pair of initial states
q and qf [16] [20].
Definition 2: A test sequence T detect the fault f if, for every possible pair
of initial states q and qf, the output sequences R(q,T) and Rf(qf,T) are different for
some specified vector ti T [16] [20].
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Two faults f and g are said to be strongly functionally equivalent if the
corresponding sequential circuits Nf and Ng have equivalent state tables [16].
The discovered tests are applied then to the CUT, using the ATE, and the
output responses are compared with expected results. Circuits that produce the
correct output responses for all input stimuli pass the test and are considered to
be fault-free. Those circuits that fail to produce a correct response at any point
during the test sequence are assumed to be faulty. The traditional goal of the
ATPG is to achieve a high fault coverage by producing a small volume of test
patterns [21].
The effectiveness of the ATPG is measured by the amount of detected
faults and the number of generated patterns. High quality is getting more fault
detection in short times with fewer patterns. ATPG efficiency is influenced by
the fault model, the type of circuit, the level of abstraction and the required test
quality.
The ATPG process for a targeted fault consists of two phases: fault
activation and fault propagation. Fault activation establishes a signal value at the
fault model site that is opposite to the value produced by the fault model. Fault
propagation moves the resulting signal value, or fault effect, forwarded by
sensitizing a path from the fault site to a primary output.
The ATPG can fail to find a test for a particular fault in at least two cases.
Firstly, the fault may be intrinsically undetectable, such that no patterns exist
that can detect that particular fault. The classic example of this is a redundant
circuit, designed so that no single fault causes the output to change. In such a
circuit, any single fault will be inherently undetectable. Secondly, it is possible
that patterns exist but the algorithm cannot find them. Since the ATPG problem
is NP-complete there will be cases where patterns exist but the ATPG gives up
since it will take too long time to find them. NP-complete is a complexity class
of decision problems when any given solution to the decision problem can be
verified in polynomial time.
The sequential-circuit ATPG searches for a sequence of vectors to detect a
particular fault through the space of all possible vector sequences. Various
search strategies and heuristics have been devised to find a shorter sequence
and/or to find a sequence faster.
In the past several decades, the most popular fault model used in practice
was the SSA fault model. Even a simple stuck-at fault requires a sequence of
vectors for detection in a sequential circuit. Also, due to the presence of memory
elements, the controllability and observability of the internal signals in a
sequential circuit are in general much more difficult than those in a
combinational logic circuit. These factors make the complexity of the sequential
ATPG much higher than that of the combinational ATPG.
Sequential circuits generally have two modes of operation:
synchronization mode and free mode. In the synchronization mode, the
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operation always starts with a specified input sequence. If hardware reset is
available as a special input, which is always employed to reset the circuit at the
beginning of operation. Under the free mode of operation, no synchronization is
done, and the sequential circuit starts operating from whatever state it happens to
be in at the time. Two test strategies are known, corresponding to the operation
modes defined above: restricted and unrestricted. Under the restricted test
strategy, all test sequences start with some certain sequence. Under the
unrestricted test strategy, any sequence can be generated as a test sequence.
Both of the test strategies above can be used under one of two test
generation approaches: single observation time (SOT) and multiple observation
time (MOT). Under the single observation time (SOT) approach, a fault f is said
to be detectable if there exists an input sequence I such that for every pair of
initial states S and Sf of the fault-free and faulty circuits, respectively, the
response z(I, S) of the fault-free circuit to I is different from the response zf(I, Sf)
of the faulty circuit at a specific time unit j. Under the multiple observation time
(MOT) approach, a fault f is said to be detectable if there exists an input
sequence I such that for every pair of initial states S and Sf of the fault-free and
faulty circuits, respectively, z(I, S) is different from zf(I, Sf) at some time unit. A
fault is said to be undetectable if it is not detectable under the specified test
approach [16].
Every fault that is detectable under the SOT approach is also detectable
under the MOT approach. In fact, a fault may be undetectable under the SOT
approach, but may be detectable under the MOT approach [16].

3.1.1

ATPG algorithms for synchronous sequential circuit

The first complete ATPG algorithm for combinational circuits was the Dalgorithm. It was published by J. Roth in 1966 [22]. The D-algorithm uses a
logical value to represent both the “good” and the “faulty” circuit values
simultaneously and can generate a test for any stuck-at fault, as long as a test for
that fault exists. The next landmark effort in combinational circuit ATPG was
the PODEM algorithm [23], which searches the circuit’s primary input space
based on simulation to enhance computational efficiency. Since then, ATPG for
combinational circuits has become an important topic for research and
development, many improvements have been proposed, and many commercial
ATPG tools have appeared. For example, FAN [24] and SOCRATES [25] were
remarkable contributions to accelerating the ATPG process.
Test generation for sequential circuits behaves mostly similar to that for
combinational circuits, but it is much more difficult. In sequential ATPG
algorithm different states and memory elements must be taken into account. A
test for a fault in a sequential circuit may consist of several vectors.
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In the following, different methods and classification of sequential ATPG
are presented.
3.1.1.1

Simulation-based method

The simulation-based test generation approach is as follows. To generate a
test for a fault or set of faults, a candidate test vector or test sequence is
generated. Candidate tests are generated usually by targeting several faults
simultaneously. The fitness of the vector or sequence is evaluated through logic
or fault simulation. The vector or sequence with the highest fitness value, based
on some specified cost function, is selected and the others are discarded. This
process continues until some pre-specified halting condition is met.
Disadvantages of this method are that it cannot identify undetectable faults and it
is difficulty to detect hard-to-test faults. However, methods have been devised to
overcome the last two disadvantages. In simulation-based test generator the
complexity of backtracking values through logic gates is avoided, and
processing occurs in the forward direction only [16] [18] [7].
In simulation-based ATPG genetic algorithms are widely used. Genetic
algorithm starts with a random population of individuals, and a fault simulator is
used to calculate the fitness of each individual. The best test vector evolved in
any generation is selected and added to the test set. Then, the fault set is updated
by removing the detected faults by the added vector(s). The genetic algorithm
process repeats itself until no more faults can be detected. The test sequence
length depends on the sequential depth. Sequential depth is defined as the
minimum number of flip-flops in a path between the primary inputs and the
farthest gate in the combinational logic. For example GATEST is a popular
academic genetic ATPG tool [16] [18] [7].
3.1.1.2

Deterministic method

In the deterministic method time-frame expansion is widely used (Figure
6). For each time frame, the inputs of memory elements from the previous time
frame are often referred to as pseudo primary inputs with respect to that time
frame, and the output signals to feed the flip-flops to the next time frame are
referred to as pseudo primary outputs. When the test generation begins, the first
time frame is referred to as time frame 0. An ATPG search is carried out, where
different decision will be made and when a conflict is encountered a backtrack
will be made. Backtrack is going back to some earlier point and redecide on a
previous decision. Backtrack is illustrated on Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Time-frame expansion

Figure 7. Backtrack

At the end of the search, a combinational vector is derived, where the
input vector consists of primary inputs and pseudo primary inputs. The faulteffect for the target fault may be sensitized to either a primary output of the time
frame or a pseudo primary output. If at least one pseudo primary input has been
specified, then the search must attempt to justify the needed flip-flop values in
time frame −1. Similarly, if fault-effects only propagate to pseudo primary
outputs, the ATPG must try to propagate the fault-effects across time frame +1.
Deterministic algorithms are effective in deriving tests for control-dominant
circuits and in identifying untestable faults. For example HITEC is an academic
deterministic algorithm based tool [16] [18] [7].
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SAT-based ATPG was proposed in the 1990s [26] [27] [28] and does not
work on a structural netlist but on a Boolean formula in Conjunctive Normal
Form (CNF). The algorithm solves Boolean Satisfiability (SAT). Therefore, the
problem must be transformed into CNF. The disadvantage of this method lies in
the fact that during transformation, relevant information about the problem
might get lost and therefore is not available in the solving process.
3.1.1.3

Hierarchical method

Hierarchical method takes advantage of high level information while
generating tests for gate level faults.
In hierarchical RTL test generation approach, top-down and bottom-up
strategies are known. In the bottom-up approach [29], tests generated at the lowlevel will be later assembled at the higher abstraction level. Such algorithms
ignore the incompleteness problem: constraints imposed by other modules
and/or the network structure may prevent test vectors from being assembled.
Thus, while being fast, this type of approach is not really applicable for
sequential circuits with difficult to test feedback loops. In the top-down
approach [30], constraints are extracted at the higher level as a goal to be
considered when deriving tests for modules at the lower level. This approach
allows testing modules embedded deep into the RTL structure.
Current work is based on hierarchical top down method.

3.2 Fault simulation
To measure the test patterns’ actual fault coverage at the gate level, the
test patterns have to be fault-simulated. The simulating process is done on the
structural level description and on the whole device. A fault simulator emulates
the target fault in a circuit in order to determine which faults are detected by a
given set of test vectors. Different methods have been developed to accelerate
the fault simulation. Parallel fault simulation uses n-bit parallelism of logical
operations where n-1 faults are simulated simultaneously. Deductive fault
simulation deduces all signal values in each faulty circuit from the fault-free
circuit values and the circuit structure in a single pass of true-value simulation
augmented with the deductive procedure. Concurrent fault simulation is
essentially an event-driven simulation to emulate faults in a circuit in the most
efficient way [18] [7].
Most commonly used sequential test generators and fault simulators are
based on a combinational iterative array model of the sequential circuit where
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the feedback signals are generated from the copies of the combinational logic of
the sequential circuit in the previous time frames.

Figure 8. Partition of the combinational logic of a sequential circuit [16]

Consider the combinational logic of the sequential circuit. If the fanout
stems of the combinational logic are removed, the logic is partitioned into
fanout-free regions (FFRs), Figure 8. Let FFR(i) denote the FFR whose output is
i. The output of an FFR can be a stem, a primary output or a next state line. In
the combinational logic, if all the paths from a line r to primary outputs and next
state lines go through line q, then line q is said to be the dominator of line r. If
there is no other dominator between a signal and its dominator, the dominator is
said to be an immediate dominator. Stem i is a dominator of all lines within
FFR(i). A stem may or may not have a dominator [16].
The behaviour of a sequential circuit can be simulated by repeating the
simulation of its combinational logic in each time frame. If the effect of fault f
does not propagate to a next state line in a particular time frame, the fault-free
and faulty values of the corresponding present state line are the same in the
following time frame. If the fault-free and faulty values of each present state line
are identical in a time frame, the fault is said to be a single event fault in that
time frame. If there exists at least one present state line that’s fault-free and
faulty values are different, the fault is said to be a multiple event fault. The
propagation of the fault effect for a single event fault as well as a multiple event
fault.
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4 Representing Sequential Digital Circuits
using High-Level Decision Diagrams

In this chapter Register-Transfer Level (RTL) is introduced. RTL is a
design abstraction for modelling a synchronous digital circuit and it is the most
popular level for ATPG-s with SSA fault models. After that two decision
diagrams are introduced – High-Level Decision Diagrams (HLDDs) and
Assignment Decision Diagram (ADD).

4.1 Register-Transfer Level
Nowadays, the chip density has reached millions of transistors and it is
impossible for a human to process this amount of data directly. Moreover, even
for computers handling this amount of data may be very time-consuming. A
solution to overcome this problem is to describe a system in abstraction – a
simplified model of the systems where only selected features are shown and
associated details are ignored. The purpose of an abstraction is to reduce the
amount of data to a manageable level so that only critical information is
presented. While high-level abstraction contains only the most vital data, lowlevel abstraction is more detailed. Figure 9 shows design levels starting from the
behaviour level and moving on to a more detailed level.
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Figure 9. Design abstractions levels

The architectural level is the highest level where the circuit model
contains only few implementation details. The main goal at the architectural
level is to provide block architecture of the circuits implementing the basic
functional specifications. At this level, a complete simulatable model may be
built in some high-level language. Those models do not implement any timing
information.
Next level, RTL, contains all functional details of the design, together
with accurate cycle-level timing information. Here, clocked storage elements
such as registers become visible. Basically, the RTL model describes the flow of
signals (data) between registers and the logical operations performed on those
signals. Signals are grouped together and interpreted as a special kind of data
type, such as an unsigned integer or system state. This level does not include
detailed timing information such as propagation delays of each block. Here,
design can partition into a control part and a datapath. See, for example, Figure
10. Design at the RTL level is a typical practice in modern digital design where
stuck-at faults are the most popular fault models [18] [31].
Gate level is the level where design is described by using logic gates. All
the interconnections between different elements within the design are thoroughly
detailed. Complex design at this level can be difficult to simulate, because of the
high amount of information that model contains. For example, a 16x16
multiplier contains 2500 gates. This level is still abstract because there is no
information about the actual transistors.
The lowest level, transistor level, represents the design in terms of
transistors and their interconnecting wires. This level is not considered to be an
abstraction level. At this level, only some logic cells are simulated because it is
not practical to simulate the whole design at this level [32].
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In the RTL, there are two different descriptions – the pure RTL and the
behavioural RTL. The pure RTL targets the desired architecture, while the
behavioural one describes the design in a more natural way for a human. In this
thesis, all contributions rely only on the pure RTL.
Figure 10 presents a structural RTL view of a digital system. The datapath
can be viewed as a network consisting of modules or blocks. These include
registers (flip-flops), multiplexers and FUs (combinational logic for
implementing operations). All the registers and some internal lines of the
datapath can be represented by variables in the RTL model (variables XR and XL,
respectively). Inputs for the datapath are the primary inputs Xi and control
signals XC (e.g., multiplexer addresses and register enable signals). Outputs are
the primary outputs XO as well as conditional signals XN (e.g., from the
comparison operators) leading to the control part FSM. [33]
The control part consists of a Finite State Machine (FSM) with a state
register, next state logic and output logic. The input signals to the FSM are the
primary inputs of the design (variables Xi), conditional signals originating from
the datapath (variables XN) and the current value of the state register (variable
XS). Outputs of the FSM are the primary outputs of the design (variables XO),
control signals (variables XC) and the next value of XS.

Figure 10. RTL view of a digital circuit
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As it can be seen in Figure 10, the RTL descriptions contain synchronous
loops as there is a feedback loop within the control part FSM as well as a
feedback loop between the control and datapath parts. Furthermore, in general
case, the datapath itself contains synchronous loops.

4.2 High-Level Decision Diagram Models
A HLDD is a graph representation of a discrete function. A discrete
function y = f(x), where y = (y1, …, yn) and x = (x1, …, xm) are vectors is defined
on X = X1×…×Xm with values y Y = Y1×…×Yn, and both, the domain X and
the range Y are finite sets of values. The values of variables may be Boolean,
Boolean vectors, integers. Figure 11 shows an example of function y=(x1, x1, x2,
x4,) represented in HLDD.

Figure 11. HLDD example for representing function y=f(x1,x2,x3,x4)

Definition 3: A High-Level Decision Diagram is a directed non-cyclic
labelled graph that can be defined as a quadruple G= (M, E, X, D), where M is a
finite set of vertices (referred to as nodes), E is a finite set of edges, X is a
function which defines the variables labelling the nodes and the variable
domains, and D is a function on E.
The function X(mi) returns the variable xk, which is the labelling node mi.
Each node of a HLDD is labelled by a variable. In special cases, nodes can be
labelled by constants or algebraic expressions. An edge e E of a HLDD is an
ordered pair e=(mpc,msc) M2, where M2 is the set of all the possible ordered
pairs in set M. Graphical interpretation of e is an edge leading from node mpc to
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node msc. It is said that mpc is a predecessor node of msc, and msc is a successor
node of the node mpc, respectively. D is a function on E representing the
activating conditions of the edges for the simulating procedures. The value of
D(e) is a subset of the domain Xk of the variable xk, where e=(mi,mj) and
D(mi)=xk. It is required that Pmi ={ D(e) | e = (mi,mj) E} is a partition of the set
Xk.
Figure 11 presents a HLDD for a discrete function y=f(x1,x2,x3,x4). HLDD
has only one starting node (root node) m0, for which there are no preceding
nodes. The nodes that have no successor nodes are referred to as terminal nodes
M (nodes m2, m3 and m4). The design representation by high-level
Mterm
decision diagrams, in general case, is a system of HLDDs rather than a single
HLDD. During the simulation in HLDD systems, the values of some variables
labelling the nodes of a HLDD are calculated by other HLDDs of the system.
Simulation on decision diagrams takes place as follows. Consider a
situation where all the node variables are fixed to some value. For each nonterminal node mi Mterm according to the value vk of the variable xk=Z(mi) a
certain output edge e = (mi,mj), vk D(e) will be chosen, which enters into its
corresponding successor node mj. Let us call such connections activated edges
under the given values and denote them by bold arrows. Succeeding each other,
activated edges form activated paths. For each combination of values of all the
node variables, there always exists a corresponding activated path from the root
node to some terminal node. This path is referred to as the main activated path.
The simulated value of the variable represented by the HLDD will be the value
of the variable labelling the terminal node of the main activated path.
Figure 11 presents a simulation on the high-level decision diagram.
Assuming that variable x2 is equal to 2, a path (marked by bold arrows) is
activated from node m0 (the root node) to a terminal node m3 labelled by x1. Let
the value of variable x1 be 4, thus, y=x1=4. Note that this type of simulation is
event-driven since it has to simulate only those nodes that are traversed by the
main activated path.
When representing systems by decision diagram models, in general case, a
network of HLDDs are required. During the simulation in HLDD systems, the
values of some variables labelling the nodes of a HLDD are calculated by other
HLDDs of the system.

4.2.1

HLDD Representation for RTL Circuits

In HLDDs, representing the datapath, the non-terminal nodes correspond
to control signals. The terminal nodes represent operations (FUs). Register
transfers and constant assignments are treated as special cases of operations.
Figure 12 shows a simple example of a HLDD representation for the given
datapath fragment [34].
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Figure 12. Datapath representing in HLDD and partitioning types

Usually, a datapath is represented by a system of HLDDs. Here, different
partitioning strategies are possible. The most commonly used partitioning is the
one in which to each primary output, fan-out signal and register a HLDD
corresponds. In addition, multiplexers that are connected to inputs of a FU are
represented by a separate HLDD. Figure 12B shows this type of HLDD system
partitioning for the datapath given in Figure 12A. However, it is possible to use
alternative partitioning. For example, Figure 12C shows an approach where
exactly one decision diagram corresponds to each register of the datapath. This
type of partitioning is sometimes referred to as the register-oriented HLDD.
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Other types of HLDD partitioning can be used depending on the target model
application [34].
A simple RTL design control part is usually represented by a single
HLDD, however, in the case of complex or multiple FSMs different partitioning
are possible here as well. The control part HLDD calculates the values for a
vector consisting of the state variable and control signals. In the HLDD, the nonterminal nodes correspond to the current state (labelled by variable XS) and
conditional signals originating from the datapath (variables XN). Terminal nodes
hold vectors with the values of next state and control signals XC [34].
Figure 13 shows a FSM state table and its corresponding HLDD
representation. In the HLDD, state denotes the next state and state denotes the
current state value. Variables A_enable, B_enable, mux_12 and mux_34 are
FSM outputs and belong to the control signals XC. Variables RESET, LT and
NEQ are FSM inputs and belong to XN. The dashed circles and arrows in Figure
13 depict setting up of the edges and the terminal node corresponding to the
fourth row of the state table [34].
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Figure 13. Converting FSM state table into HLDD
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There exist other word-level decision diagrams such as multiterminal
decision diagrams [20], K*BMDs [21] and ADDs [13]. However, in MTDDs the
nonterminal nodes hold Boolean variables only. K*BMDs, where additive and
multiplicative weights label the edges are useful for compact canonical
representation of functions on integers (especially wide integers). The main goal
of HLDD representations described in this work is not canonicity but simulation
and implications. In HLDD the nodes are divided into nonterminal (control) and
terminal (data) ones In HLDDs, the selection of a node activates a path through
the diagram, which derives the needed value assignments for variables.
The principal difference between HLDDs and Assignment decision
diagram (ADD) [35] lies in the fact that ADDs edges are not labelled by
activating values. They are rather used as connecting signals to represent
structure. ADD will be explained in the following subsection.

4.3 Assignment Decision Diagram
Assignment decision diagram (ADD) is an acyclic graph that consists of a
set of nodes that can be categorized into four types: read node, write node,
operation node and assignment decision node (ADN), and a set of edges which
contain the connectivity information between two nodes (Figure 14). A read
node represents a primary input port, a storage unit or a constant while a write
node represents a primary output port or a storage unit. An operation node
expresses an arithmetic operation unit or a logic operation unit while an ADN
selects a value from a set of values that are provided to it based on the conditions
computed by the logic operation units. If one of the condition inputs becomes
true, the value of the corresponding data input will be selected
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Figure 14. Assignment Decision Diagram (ADD)

When a node N is under test, the testability of the node is guaranteed if:
a) any value can propagate from a read node corresponding to a primary
input port to the input of N, and
b) the value at the output of N can propagate to a write node
corresponding to a primary output port.
The paths which allow (a) and (b) to occur are called justification path and
propagation path, respectively. Justification and propagation can be done
through symbolic processing that utilizes nine valued algebra. The series of
symbols obtained from the symbolic processing that activates justification and
propagation paths is known as the test environment for the node under test. For a
given node under test, its test sequence is generated by first extracting a test
pattern from the test set library and by substituting the test pattern for the test
environment. The test set library is obtained beforehand by first simply taking a
logic-level circuit of the node under test, then generating the test patterns for all
faults in the circuit using a combinational ATPG algorithm. In the case where
the node is synthesized into a circuit which is different, fault simulation must be
performed to check the fault efficiency of the test patterns.
The symbols of Ghosh’s nine-valued algebra [10], each of which can be
assigned true or false, are as follows:
• Cg(v): variable v can be set to any value.
• C0(v): variable v can be set to 0.
• C1(v): variable v can be set to 1.
• Ca1(v): all bits of variable v can be set to 1’s.
• Cq(v): variable v can be set to a constant.
• Cz(v): variable v can be set to high impedance Z.
• Cs(v): state variable v can be set to a specific state.
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• O(v): any fault effect at variable v can be observed.
• O’(v): fault effect of D’ can be observed for a single bit variable v.
To generate a test environment, first an objective has to be set. In order to
achieve the test environment objective, the test sequence for each ADD can be
generated through the following two phases using justification/propagation rules
[36]:
Phase 1: Generate the test environment of the node under test.
Phase 2: Generate the test sequence of the node under test by substituting
the test patterns of the logic-level circuit corresponding to the node under test for
the test environment.
Without going into details of the symbol propagating rules, consider
Figure 15 presenting backward propagation (justification) of two symbols Cq
and Cg that converge in a fanout read node. In the strict interpretation of the
propagation rules of [36] the two symbols when converging in the fanout result
in a conflict. In the weak interpretation the symbols will resolve in assigning Cg
to the read node.
?
Cq

Cg

Cg

Cq

Cg

conflict in the strict
interpretation
a)

Figure 15. Handling of fanouts during justification

Thus, the strict interpretation of Ghosh’s algebra [36] lead to overly
pessimistic results because tests for some Modules Under Test (MUTs) are
aborted due to justification conflicts. On the other hand, the weak interpretation
is too optimistic and can also lead to loss of fault coverage because some of the
test patterns that are expected to cover faults in the MUT do not propagate.
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Figure 16. Test environment generation example. An unrolled view.

Consider as an example, a simplification of the ADD for the Greatest
Common Division (GCD) benchmark presented in Figure 16. Without loss of
generality in this ADD the control state information and the data registers have
been removed and the circuit has been unrolled by applying time-frame
expansion in order to improve the readability of the diagram. (Note, that the
original GCD benchmark still contains a data dependent loop, which has been
unrolled in Figure).
Assume that our task is generating a test environment for the subtraction
module (MUT) in Figure 16. The output value of MUT will be propagated to the
primary output OUT only if the first value input of the corresponding
assignment decision is 1. Therefore we set the corresponding condition input of
the ADN to C1. When we justify this particular condition input and the symbols
at the MUT inputs according to the propagation rules presented in [36], then the
strict interpretation of these rules would lead into a contradiction (See Figure
15a). However, the weak interpretation (also used in [37]) would still allow the
following test environment: IN1=Cg and IN2=Cg. Note, that in current situation
the weak rules are preferable since they at least allow testing part of the MUT
while the strict rules would not generate any test environment at all.
However, as it will be shown in Chapter 7 the weak interpretation is
overly optimistic and results in tests where the achieved fault coverage is 8-14 %
lower than maximum achievable fault coverage. To overcome this restriction a
top-down method is proposed in this Thesis.
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4.4 Differences between HLDDs and ADDs
Figure 17 presents the RTL description of a Greatest Common Division
benchmark and its corresponding HLDD and Assignment Decision Diagram
(ADD) representations. Apart from the fact that HLDD description contains
fewer nodes, there are the following fundamental differences:
1. ADDs structure closely matches the RTL design. Edges of ADD
correspond to connecting nets in datapath. ADD for FSM is
equivalent to its gate-level implementation. In contrast, HLDDs do
not strictly follow the circuit structure. Here, a synthesis to extract
data and control relationships from the circuit functionality has been
carried out.
2. ADD model includes four types of nodes (read, write, operator,
assignment decision). In the HLDD, the nodes are treated uniformly
and can be divided into nonterminal nodes (control) and terminal
nodes (data).
3. While ADDs do not support decision-making implicitly in the model,
in the HLDDs, the selection of a node activates a path through the
diagram which derives the needed value assignments for variables.
Note that the edges in ADD model have no labels. This is the most
significant difference between the two models.
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Figure 17. RTL circuit (top left), its HLDD (top right) and ADD (bottom).
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5 Constraint-based Automated Test Pattern
Generation for Sequential Circuits
This chapter presents a novel constraint-based approach for the
hierarchical ATPG [38] [39] where the deterministic algorithm first activates the
test path constraint at the RTL and subsequently applies a constraint-solving
package ECLiPSe Prolog [40] for assembling the tests. The results of
experiments indicate that the proposed deterministic method provides increased
fault coverage for hard-to-test designs with respect to semi-formal approaches.
In addition, this approach offers short run times.

5.1 Previous work
At present, satisfactory methods for testing sequential circuits are missing
and this has led the community to replace the hard test pattern generation task by
theoretically much simpler approach that relies on scan paths together with the
combinational ATPG. However, the scan-path method has its shortcomings,
including increased area, delay and consumed power. It also causes targeting of
non-functional failure modes which results in over-testing and yield loss [41].
Several approaches to generating tests for structural faults in sequential
cores have been proposed over the years. Despite all the efforts the problem still
lacks a breakthrough. At the gate-level, a number of deterministic test generation
tools, both academic [8] [9] and commercial, have been implemented. None of
these methods can efficiently handle sequential designs of even a couple of
thousands of gates. With the further growth of the circuit size fault coverage
tends to drop while the run times increase rapidly.
Better performance has been obtained with simulation-based approaches.
Here, genetic algorithm-based methods have been widely used [10] [11] [12].
Relatively efficient results have been obtained by spectral methods [42].
However, the simulation-based methods are fast for smaller circuits only and
become ineffective when the number of primary inputs and the sequential depth
of the circuit increase. Moreover, these methods do not guarantee the detection
of hard-to-test random pattern-resistant faults.
Many works on Functional Test Generation (FUTEG) have been published in
the past [13] [14]. In this field, an efficient technique based on the Binary
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Decision Diagram (BDD) manipulation of data domain partitions has been
proposed [43]. However, the fundamental shortcoming of the approaches that
rely on functional fault models is that they do not offer full structural level fault
coverage.
Hierarchical and RTL test pattern generation has been proposed as a
promising alternative to tackle complex sequential circuits. Here, top-down and
bottom-up strategies are known. In the bottom-up approach [29], tests generated
at the lower level will be later assembled at a higher abstraction level. Such
algorithms ignore the incompleteness problem: constraints imposed by other
modules and/or the network structure may prevent test vectors from being
assembled. In the top-down approach [30], where constraints are extracted at a
higher level with the goal to be considered when deriving tests for modules at a
lower level. This approach allows testing modules embedded deep into the RTL
structure. However, as modules are often tested through highly complex
constraints, their fault coverage may be compromised.
The top-down hierarchical ATPG have been developed by some authors
[38] [39]. Here, the ATPG operates on the RTL HLDD model of the circuit and
as generates test patterns as an output. The output patterns do not offer precise
information about the achieved fault coverage. In order to measure the actual
gate-level fault coverage of the generated tests, the test patterns have to be fault
simulated on the structural level description of the whole device.
A number of works have been published on implementing assignment
decision diagram models [35] combined with SAT methods to address register
transfer level test pattern generation [44] [36] [37]. All of these are bottom-up
methods based on a multivalued algebra for establishing transparent test paths.
Therefore they suffer from the incompleteness issue described above.
At the Tallinn University of Technology, the hierarchical ATPG has been
developed by Professor Jaan Raik. The hierarchical ATPG operates on the RTL
HLDD model of the circuit and generates test patterns as an output. The output
patterns do not offer precise information about the achieved fault coverage. In
order to measure the actual gate-level fault coverage of the generated tests, the
test patterns have to be fault-simulated on the structural level description of the
whole device. Because the HLDD themselves are not contributions of this thesis,
only a brief description will be presented. The HLDD model description
provided in this subsection is mostly based on the description provided in [19]
and [45].
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5.2 Motivation
In the previous top-down test pattern generation algorithms by the authors
[38] [39], random constraint solving was applied. For random constraint solving
it is hard task to generate solution for complicated operators like “equal to” or
value between some short intervals. Therefore, the ATPG spends a lot of
valuable time on trying to generate suitable solutions for those constraints until
the solution limit is reached and the module could remain without suitable test
patterns. The goal is to improve the hierarchical ATPG fault coverage and short
run times by applying a constraint solver to solve the test path constraints.
In the following part of this thesis, the deterministic path activation
method and constraints extraction is introduced.
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5.3 Hierarchical ATPG algorithm
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Generate low‐level test for the module
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Figure 18. The general flow of the hierarchical test generation

In Figure 18, a general overview of the top-down hierarchical test
generation algorithm is presented. It starts at a higher level with the decisionmaking, which considers whether the nodes in this test scheme, is untested. If
untested nodes exist, then go to generate the test run, otherwise exit from the
algorithm. In a test run, six different operations will be visited. Firstly, the fault
manifestation is followed by the fault effect propagation. During the propagation
stage, we move forward in time (clock cycles), the fault effect is propagated
towards the primary outputs and path activation constraints are created whenever
conditions in the control part HLDD are traversed. Propagation is completed
when the fault effect pointer points to variable x corresponding to a primary
output of the circuit. Subsequent to the propagation, the constraint justification
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starts. Justification moves backwards in time, starting from the clock cycle in
which the propagation ended. During this process, the existing constraints are
updated and additional path activation constraints are created. Finally, tests are
generated at a low level for the node under test.
For each datapath MUT, we extract the control part FSM state sequences
in order to propagate fault effects from the output of the MUT to primary
outputs and to propagate the values from the primary inputs to the inputs of the
MUT. Such state sequences constitute test paths for accessing the MUT. We
represent the test paths by sets of constraints. All test paths within a certain cycle
limit are activated and the corresponding constraints extracted by the proposed
algorithm. In order to extract the RTL test path constraints in this work, a test
path activation tool [46] is applied.

5.4 Concept of path activation constraints
The concept of the constraints for a single test path for a datapath MUT is
visualized in Figure 19. The test path constraints are divided into three
categories. These are the set of path activation constraints CA, the transformation
constraints CJ and the propagation constraint CP, respectively. Path activation
constraints correspond to the conditions in the FSM state transitions that have to
be satisfied in order to perform propagation and value justification through the
circuit. Transformation constraints, in turn, reflect the value changes along the
paths from the inputs of the high-level MUT to the primary inputs of the whole
circuit. These constraints are needed in order to derive the local test patterns for
the MUT. The propagation constraints show how the value propagated from the
output of the MUT to a primary output depends on the values of the primary
inputs. The main idea here is to check whether the fault effect will be masked
when propagated to a primary output. All the above categories of constraints are
represented by common data structures and manipulated by common procedures
for creation, update, modelling and simulation. In the following part of this
thesis, the data structure and update operations of test path constraints are
defined.
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Figure 19. An unrolled RTL circuit with test generation
constraints for a test path for a MUT

Definition 4: A condition c that is d = g(X’), where d is a bitvector or
Boolean constant or a variable xX, and g(X’) is a logic, arithmetic or
comparison expression on a subset of variables X’X, is referred to as a
test path constraint. From this point on, we refer to test path constraints as
constraints.
Definition 5: Constraint c: d = g(X’) is said to be justified if X’ XI ,
where XI is the set of primary inputs of the system. Otherwise, c is said to
be an unjustified constraint.
Definition 6: If a constraint c: d = g(X’) is unjustified then all the
variables in the set X’ that are not input variables XI are said to be
unjustified variables of the constraint. The input variables belonging to
the constraint are called justified variables.
Definition 7: Let X’ be the set of justified variables and X″ be the set of
unjustified variables of a constraint c: d = g(X’, X″). The process, where
each variable x″i X″ is substituted by an expression hi(X′′′i) on model
variables X′′′i  X, is referred to as updating the constraint c.
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Consider the general case of test path constraints for a MUT presented in
Figure 19. Such constraints are extracted as follows. First, the value from the
output variable xi of the MUT fi is propagated to a primary output xO,j by
activating a state sequence xS(t)→ xS(t+1)→... → xS(t+n) in the control part.
Here, by x(t) we denote the value of variable x at the clock cycle t. Thus, the
propagation state sequence starts at a time step t, which is referred to as the
manifestation step, and it ends at a clock cycle t+n. During propagation, path
activation constraints cA,pCA are created at time steps where the next state value
of xS is depending on the status bits XN. When the fault effect value propagates
from xi to xO,j at the time step t+n then the propagation constraint cP is created.
Subsequent to the propagation, the constraint justification process begins.
Starting from the time step t+n, we move backward in time until the
manifestation step t is reached. At each time step we update the propagation
constraint cP and those path activation constraints cA,p whose creation time step is
later than current time step. During the update, the unjustified variables X″ XR of
the constraint expressions g(X’, X″) for all the constraints are substituted by
expressions hi(X′′′i) on model variables X′′′i  XR  XI , where hi(X′′′i) are the
expressions implemented by functional units FU selected according to the values
of control signal variables XC at the current time step.
At the manifestation time step t, we create the transformation constraints
for each input of the MUT. Without loss of generality, Figure 19 shows a MUT
with two inputs xi,1 and xi,2. Thus, in current case the transformation constraints
cJ,1CJ and cJ,2CJ are created, respectively. We continue moving backwards in
time until at some time step t–m all the variables in the constraints are primary
inputs XI. During this process we update all the created constraints and create
new path activation constraints cA,p at time steps where the previous state value
of xS is depending on the status bits XN.
Note that the extracted constraints contain expressions g(X) on primary
inputs XI and constants. (In the case of the propagation constraint cP the
expression also depends on the MUT output xi). The expressions are determined
by the functions implemented by functional units FU and, in the case of path
activation constraints cA,p, also by comparison operations FN. The exponential
size complexity of the constraints expression g(X) is avoided by uniting multiple
occurrences of the same variable (i.e., the literals) in the constraints at each time
step into one single fan-out variable. Because of this, the size requirements for
the constraints are linear with respect to justification time-frames and they
represent a subset of the expanded time-frame model of the circuit.
Finally, consistency of test paths cA,p is verified. After one consistent set
of test path constraints are extracted by Decider, the fault coverage is measured.
If MUT is not tested with 100 %, a backtrack occurs and the tool attempts to use
alternative propagation and justification paths. The process ends when all the
consistent test paths within a certain time-step limit are activated and respective
test path constraints are extracted.
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The high-level symbolic path activation is a complete algorithm. If
transparent paths for fault effect propagation and value justification exist, they
will be activated. The algorithm has been implemented as a systematic search
and therefore an inconsistency in any stage causes a backtrack and a return to the
last decision. However, due to the NP-complete nature of the problem, in some
cases, the search must be terminated after a certain maximal number of solutions
have been tried. For the sake of simplicity and speed, only three types of
symbolic values are used during the path activation:
D

- Line with the fault effect,

X

- Line with unassigned value,

V

- Line with an assigned value.

5.4.1

Fault manifestation

In first step, which is fault manifestation step, (Figure 20) appropriate
tests for the corresponding nodes of the RTL HLDD model have to be set up.
The two types of tests are referred to as scanning test and conformity test,
respectively. Scanning tests are applied to terminal nodes and their aim is to test
the Functional Units (FU), registers and constants of the datapath. Conformity
tests are set up for non-terminal nodes and they target the decoding logic of the
multiplexers of the datapath as well as the output logic of the control part. The
goal here is to set the fault effect to the output of the RTL MUT and determine
the current FSM state.
Fault manifestation phase sub-division:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Activate the full path to the node under test. (A=1, B=1);
Create transformation constraints (D1=J and D2=K);
FSM state to create manifestation (Q =2);
Create path activation constraints (M<N);
Fault effect pointer is set to the variable (pDY).
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Figure 20. Fault manifestation for node J + K

5.4.2

Fault effect propagation

The purpose of the propagation procedure is to activate a state sequence
that propagates the fault effect from the output of the MUT to one of the primary
outputs of the design. According to the current approach, propagation along
single path is implemented. In order to keep track of the fault effect propagation,
a dedicated fault effect pointer is used. During the propagation, high-level test
path activation constraints are created. Figure 21 presents the algorithm for fault
effect propagation.
In the algorithm descriptions, the term ‘consistent FSM control vector’ is
frequently used. By this term we mean a control vector (row) in the control
part’s FSM state table whose control signal values are consistent with value
assignments made for control signals while propagating (activating) paths in the
datapath.
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Figure 21. Fault effect propagation algorithm

The goal of the second step, the fault effect propagation (Figure 22), is to
calculate a state sequence required to propagate this fault effect from the MUT
to a primary output of the device. During this process, path activation constraints
are created of the conditions traversed in the control part DD. The fault effect
propagation ends when a fault effect corresponds to the circuit’s primary output.
Fault effect phase sub-division:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select a graph with a node m, where pDx(m);
Activate the full path to the node labelled by the fault effect (A=1,
B=0);
Select the next FSM state. (q= 4);
Create path activation constraints (M=N);
Fault effect pointer is set to the variable calculated by the current
DD(pDY).
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Figure 22. Fault effect propagation

5.4.3

Constraint justification

Subsequent to the propagation, a constraint justification starts.
Justification moves backward in time, starting from the clock cycle, where
propagation ended. During this process existing constraints are updated and
additional path activation constraints are created. Nodes of the circuit, which
correspond to primary inputs or constants, are called justified nodes. All other
nodes are said to be unjustified. Constraints containing unjustified nodes are
referred to as unjustified constraints.
Basically, updating a constraint can be regarded as superposition of the
unjustified nodes of the constraint by new datapath nodes determined by paths
activated in the datapath by current control vector.
At each justification step, a current justification objective is chosen. In the
proposed algorithm implementation, the justification objective is to justify the
first unjustified node from the first unjustified constraint. The algorithm for
constraint justification is presented in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Constraint justification algorithm.

In the third step, the constraint justification (Figure 24) traverses
backwards the state sequence calculated by the propagation phase until the clock
cycle of fault manifestation is reached. During this process, constraints
previously created by the propagation are updated. Starting from the clock cycle
of the manifestation phase, a reverse state sequence is calculated, the existing
constraints are updated and additional constraints are created of the conditions in
the FSM that have to be satisfied. Note that at each clock cycle, from all the
created constraints only those are considered during justification that were
created in a later clock cycle than the current one.
Constraints justification sub-division:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Determining current justification objective;
Activate the full path to a terminal node (A = 1; B = 1);
Select present FSM state (q = 1);
Create path activation constraints (M > N);
Update the constraints.
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Figure 24. Constraint justification

5.4.4

Constraint solving and low-level test

In the fourth step, the constraint solving and low-level test, the goal is to
satisfy the extracted constraints and test the datapath module corresponding to
the current node under test at a low level. The extracted constraints are not
always satisfiable, because they can also be inconsistent or too complex for the
constraint satisfaction algorithm to solve. In these cases, a backtrack occurs and
the high-level test generation algorithm attempts to activate an alternative test
path. In general case, a single activated path is not enough to reach a 100 per
cent fault efficiency for a functional unit, i.e., the test set for a FU can consist of
vectors generated during different activated paths and therefore different calls to
the low-level part. Thus, a record is kept about the faults detected by the lowlevel tests during previous activated paths.

5.5 Constraint extraction example
In the following, the test path activation algorithm and constraint
extraction is explained basing on the example of the Greatest Common Divisor
(GCD). Consider the GCD algorithm described at the behavioural level in a
pseudo hardware description language in Figure 25.
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A := IN1;
B := IN2;
while (A ≠ B)
if (A < B) then
B := B – A;
else
A := A – B;
end if;
end while;
OUT := A;

Figure 25. GCD algorithm

Figure 26. RT-level architecture of the GCD circuit
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Table 3. FSM table of the GCD circuit
RESET
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

LT
X
X
X
1
0
X
X

NEQ
X
1
0
X
X
X
X

STATE
X
s0
s0
s1
s1
s2
s3

NEXT STATE
s0
s1
s0
s2
s3
s0
s0

A_ENABLE
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

B_ENABLE
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

MUX12
X
X
X
X
X
1
1

MUX_34
X
X
X
X
X
1
0

Let us assume that subsequent to applying a high level synthesis to the
algorithm description we obtain the RTL architecture presented in Figure 26.
This architecture consists of a datapath of 3 FU, 2 registers and 4 multiplexers
and a control part FSM of four states. The control part is given as a state table in
Table 3. For simplicity, only for module SUBTR generating test paths will be
explained.
Fault manifestation.
Set all the variables to ‘don’t care’ values. Create transformation
constraints D0=mux3, D1=mux4. Set the fault effect pointer to variable SUBTR,
i.e., yD := SUBTR.
Fault effect propagation.
Choose a datapath register that reads from the FU SUBTR. There are two
possible choices: reg_A and reg_B, respectively. Let us select the first choice.
Subsequently, we activate the path from SUBTR to reg_A, which results in the
following variable assignments: A_enable := 1, mux_1 := 1. Next, we have to
choose a consistent FSM control vector. The only vector consistent with
previous variable assignments is the one corresponding to row 7 in the FSM
state table (labelled by vector 0, X, X, S3, S0, 1, 0, 1, 0). Based on this vector we
obtain the following assignments: reset:=0, B_enable := 0, mux_34 := 0,
state := S3 (in the current clock cycle), state := S0 (in the next clock cycle). We
move to the next clock cycle and set the fault effect pointer yD to reg_A (i.e.,
OUT).
We detect that the fault effect pointer points to a variable corresponding to
a primary output and thus we have successfully completed the fault propagation
process.
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Constraint justification
As there was no path activation constraints created during the
manifestation and propagation stages, we move backwards in terms of clock
cycles until the clock cycle of manifestation phase is reached. We select the
justification objective from the unjustified variables of the transformation
constraints (D0=mux3, D1=mux4). Let the current objective be to justify variable
mux3. Due to the fact that we have already assigned mux_34 := 0 at current
clock cycle during the propagation process, then we have no choice but
backtracking mux3 to reg_A. We update the constraints, obtaining D0= reg_A,
D1= reg_B and move to the preceding clock cycle.
Without focusing on further details, we continue executing the
constraint justification algorithm until the path presented in Figure 27 is
activated as one of possible high-level path solutions. In the Figure we have
denoted the manifestation clock cycle by t, the i-th cycle following t is denoted
by t+i and i-th cycle preceding t is denoted by t-i, respectively. Below the clock
cycle information, the activated state sequence is provided. Then we present
graphically the processes of fault propagation and extraction of transformation
constraints. Decisions in the high-level path activation are marked by stars (*) in
the Figure. Extraction of path activation constraints is depicted below the striped
line. Here, t corresponds to Boolean value ‘true’ and f corresponds to ‘false’. As
shown in Figure, we have to apply the constraint satisfaction process to the
following set of constraints: in1 < in2 is false, in1 ≠ in2 is true.

t+1

t

t‐1

S0

S3

S1

t‐2

SUBTR

X
reset=1

S0

*
OUT

t‐3
*

D1=REG_B

D1=IN1

D2=REG_B

D2=IN2
f=(REG_1<REG_B)

f=(IN1<IN2)
t=REG_A≠ REG_B

t=(IN1≠IN2)

Figure 27. Constraint satisfaction process for GCD circuit

Subsequent to testing the node with the first path, backtrack occurs and
the high-level path activation algorithm tries to find alternative path solutions.
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5.6 Constraint logic programming and ECLiPSe
The concept of logic programming [47] was first developed in the 1970s,
while the first Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) language was Prolog II
[48], which was designed by Colmerauer in the early 1980s. The CLP over finite
domains was first implemented in the late 1989 by Pascal Van Hentenryck [49]
within the language CHIP [50].
The CLP is not a single programming language but a programming
paradigm, which is parametric with respect to the class of constraints used in the
language. Working with a particular CLP language means choosing a specific
class of constraints, for example − finite domains, linear, or arithmetic, and a
suitable constraint solver for that class. For example, a CLP over finite domain
constraints uses a constraint solver which is able to perform consistency checks
and projection over this kind of constraints.
ECLiPSe is a Prolog-based software system for the development and
deployment of CLP applications. It includes constraint programming,
mathematical programming, local search and various combinations of the above.
It has some advantage compared with other CLP tools –



embed ECLiPSe code to C, C++ or Java environments,
open source project.

Embedding ECLiPSe means that you do not have to run a constraint solver
program separately from your main application. For example the definition
“#include <eclipse.h>” should be added into the directive part in C++ code.
After that you may start calling ECLiPSe from you C++ application. Eclipse.so
library need to link with application during the compile process. At runtime,
application must be able to locate libeclipse.so.
ECLiPSe was born in 1991. At the beginning, the constraint programming
features were initially based on the CHIP. The first released interface to an
external state-of-the-art linear and mixed integer programming package was in
1997. The integration of the finite domain solver came in 2001 and the Interval
Constraints (libIC) library was released in 2001. In 2006 ECLiPSe released as
open source software [51].
ECLiPSe contains several constraint solver libraries, a high-level
modelling and control language. For constraint solver only IC library is used in
that work. LibIC supports Boolean constraint, arithmetic constraints, variable
declarations (numeric ranges and numeric type declarations).
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5.7 Solving the test path constraints
After the first test generation phase where module propagation and
justification is performed and constraints for the test path were extracted, the
constraints solver phase came. Here, the mission is to satisfy the constraints by
using a constraint solver. Constraints that were built by the hierarchical ATPG
are in string type. It means that the ATPG builds one and complete constraint
string and gives it to the solver instead of sending constraint sub-blocks and the
constraint solver itself creates a CLP. For example, a simple constraint string is
given in the following:

lib(ic), L is (0), R is (2^3)‐1, X1 :: L..R, X2 :: L..R, X1 #> X2, X2 #> 4, X2 #< 6, 2 #= X1 / 3,
indomain(X1, random), indomain(X2, random)

Figure 28. An example of a constraint string

This constraint string consists of five different groups:
1.

used library declaration

2.

lower and upper domain boundaries definition

L is (0), R is (2^3)‐1

3.

variables boundaries definition

X1 :: L..R, X2 :: L..R

4.

constraints

X1 #> X2, X2 #> 4, X2 #< 6, 2 #= X1 / 3

5.

search criteria for each variable

indomain(X1, random), indomain(X2,
random)

lib(ic)

Each group is separated from each other with a comma. Variables or
constraints are also allocated by a comma inside a group. Note that search
criteria are not a mandatory declaration. For example, in Figure 28, a constraint
is given that must satisfy the following conditions − variables X1 and X2 must
exist, both of them in the range between 0 and 7, where X1 is greater than X2,
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X2 is greater than 4 and X1 divided by 3 should be equal with 2. The constraint
will be satisfied, if X1 = 6 and X2 = 5.
When the conditions are inconsistent and the constraint is not satisfiable,
random constraint solving is applied. As experiments presented in the next
chapter show, the deterministic constraint solving has definite advantages over
the pseudo-random method.

5.8 Experimental results
In order to evaluate the impact of the deterministic constraint solving,
experiments on ITC99 and HLSynth92/95 benchmarks were carried out. By this
moment the following three circuits are included in the analysis: b00, 604 and
GCD because these circuits contain “equal to” comparison operators which are
hard to test by pseudo-random constraint solving. In this experiment, the
ECLiPSe constraint solver version 5.10_41 was used.
Table 4 shows the comparison of the semi-formal approach presented in
[38] and the proposed fully deterministic approach. Comparison has been
obtained by fault-simulating the test sets generated by both generators by a
stuck-at fault simulator for sequential circuits. The row ‘# faults’ of the Table
shows the number of stuck-at faults in the circuit. The row ‘# tested’ presents the
number of tested faults by [38] and the proposed approach. The row ‘cover., %’
lists the achieved stuck-at fault coverage. ‘time, s’ stands for the ATPG run
times in seconds. Finally, the number of generated test vectors is reported in the
row ‘# vect.’
It can be seen that the fault coverage improvement obtained by the
deterministic constraint solving setup ranges from 3 to 34 % for the tested
examples. Note that while the fault coverage for the circuits is low, this is a
usual case for the sequential ATPG because of the large number of untestable
faults.

Table 4. Comparison of semi-formal [38] and the proposed deterministic ATPG methods
B00

faults
tested
cover, %
time, s
vectors

semi‐
formal
1328
251
18,9
0,0053
534

B04
current
1328
714
53,33
0,0044
874

semi‐
formal
1488
899
60,42
0,002
574
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current
1488
943
63,37
0,011
572

GCD
semi‐
formal
1658
1443
87,03
2,72
4471

current
1658
1519
91,62
0,02
4756

5.9 Chapter summary
In this chapter, a novel constraint-based hierarchical ATPG for RTL
designs was introduced.
The tool combines the test path constraint activation with a constraint
solver. First, a deterministic algorithm that extracts constraints for activating test
paths at RTL is applied. Subsequently, a constraint solving package ECLiPSe is
used for assembling the tests. Experiments on ITC99 and HLSynth92/95
benchmarks show that the proposed deterministic method offers very short run
times. In particular, it provides increased fault coverage which ranges from 3 to
34 % for the tested examples with respect to earlier, semi-formal, approaches.
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6 High-Level Decision Diagram based Fault
Models
This chapter presents a set of fault models allowing a high coverage for
sequential cores in Systems-on-a-Chip. A novel approach is presented
combining three different fault models – a hierarchical fault model for functional
blocks, a functional fault model for multiplexers and a mixed hierarchicalfunctional fault model for comparison operators. The fault models are integrated
into a fast high-level decision diagram based test path activation tool. According
to the experiments, the proposed method significantly outperforms state-of-theart test pattern generation tools. The main new contribution of this approach is a
formal definition of high-level decision diagram representations and the
combination of the three fault models in order to target high gate-level stuck-at
fault coverage for sequential cores.

6.1 Previous work
At present, efficient methods for testing sequential cores inside the
Systems-on-a-Chip (SoC) are missing. The hard test pattern generation task is
usually replaced by a theoretically much simpler approach relying on scan paths
and the combinational ATPG. However, the scan-path method has its obvious
shortcomings, including increased area and delay, and it also causes coverage of
non-functional failure modes which results in over-testing and yield loss [41].
Several approaches to generating tests for structural faults in sequential
cores have been proposed over the years. Despite of all the efforts the problem
still lacks a breakthrough. At the gate level, a number of deterministic test
generation tools, both academic [8] [9] and commercial, have been implemented.
None of these methods can efficiently handle sequential designs of even a
couple of thousands of gates. With the further growth of the circuit size fault
coverage tend to drop while run times increase rapidly.
Better performance has been obtained with simulation-based approaches.
Here, genetic algorithm based methods have been widely used [10] [11] [12].
Relatively efficient results have been obtained by spectral methods [42].
However, the simulation-based methods are fast for smaller circuits only and
become ineffective when the number of primary inputs and the sequential depth
of the circuit increase. Moreover, these methods do not guarantee detection for
hard-to-test random pattern resistant faults.
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Many works on FUTEG have been published in the past [13] [14]. In this
field, an efficient technique based on BDD manipulation of data domain
partitions has been proposed [43]. However, the fundamental shortcoming of the
approaches that rely on functional fault models only is that they do not achieve
satisfactory structural level fault coverage. Hierarchical and RTL test pattern
generation has been proposed as a promising alternative to tackle complex
sequential circuits.
Recently, a number of works have been published on implementing
assignment decision diagram models [35] combined with SAT methods to
address the RTL test pattern generation [44] [36]. An efficient RTL path
activation has been previously proposed in [38] and complemented with
precision fault models for multiplexers in [52]. The common shortcoming for all
the former decision diagram based approaches is that they are targeting modules
in the datapath of the circuit.

6.2 Motivation
As mentioned before, a common shortcoming of all the former decision
diagram based approaches is that they are targeting modules only in the
datapath. But in addition to datapath, there is a control unit. In order to overcome
this problem, the goal is to combine three different fault models and integrate
them into a fast high-level decision diagram based test path activation tool.
Those three fault models are as follows:
1. Hierarchical fault model for functional units;
2. A functional fault model for multiplexers;
3. And a mixed hierarchical-functional fault model for comparison
operators.
In the HLDD, both the control unit and the datapath are handled in a
uniform manner. Previous research has shown that while deterministic test
pattern generation algorithms are in general less powerful for larger circuits,
they are still capable of testing a number of faults from the FSM part that the
RTL and hierarchical methods are unable to cover. A new type of fault model is
proposed based on the HLDD dedicated to faults in FSMs embedded into the
RTL descriptions.
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6.3 Mixed functional-hierarchical fault models
Next we will explain the fault models implemented in current approach
where a combination of three fault models is used. These include a hierarchical
fault model for the FU, a functional model for multiplexers and a combined
hierarchical-functional model for conditional operations. We will describe each
of the above models in more detail.

6.3.1

Hierarchical fault model for functional units

In order to target FU, a traditional top-down hierarchical fault model is
implemented. At the high level, the state sequence necessary to propagate the
local test data from primary inputs to inputs of the FU under test, and to
propagate test responses from the outputs of the FU to the primary outputs is
activated. In addition, test path constraints are extracted which need to be
satisfied in order to allow the value propagation to take place. Subsequently, the
local test pattern values are applied to fault simulation of the MUT at the gate
level. In general, a single activated path is not enough to reach 100 % fault
efficiency for a functional unit, i.e., a test set for a FU can consist of vectors
generated during different high-level paths. Thus, a record is kept about the
faults detected by the low-level tests during previous test paths.

6.3.2

Functional fault model for multiplexers

Next we introduce a functional fault model for targeting all the SSA faults
in the multiplexers of hierarchical designs. In this thesis, only AND/OR
multiplexers are considered but functional models for other multiplexer types
can be derived in a similar way. The new functional model is based on
distinguishing values at the data inputs of the MUX. For multiplexers having
more than two data inputs we have chosen to implement pair-wise distinguishing
of data inputs, as opposed to distinguishing all the inputs simultaneously. The
main motivation for that is that high-level path justification from all the inputs in
parallel may be difficult to achieve, or even inconsistent, in complex sequential
architectures. Thus it would result in loss of solutions.
Makar et al. [52] presented the groundwork for deriving minimal tests for
AND/OR, OR/AND and nMOS implementations of multiplexers. The functional
fault model proposed in this approach is similar to [52] but it extends it with the
ability to cover multiple stuck-at faults at the address select inputs of the MUX
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under test. This, in turn, provides for better coverage of faults in the output logic
of the control part FSM.

Figure 29. An n-input m-bit AND/OR multiplexer

Let us consider Figure 29 where the general structure of an n-input m-bit
AND/OR multiplexer is presented. Inputs of the multiplexer are the data inputs
Di = di1,…,dim, i = 1 … n, and the address select inputs A = a1, …, a[log2n]. In
addition, enabling lines E = {eij}, which are (inverted or non-inverted) fan-out’s
of address select inputs aj are shown in the Figure.
The sub-circuit of the multiplexer starting with signals Di and E and
ending with outputs forms a fan-out-free cone. Thus, it is sufficient to test the
stuck-at faults at the inputs of this cone to cover all the SSA faults in the cone.
However, there is no need to explicitly test the data signals Di in the hierarchical
ATPG framework. This is due to the fact that all the SSA faults at these lines
will be covered by the tests set up for the FU and signal busses connected to the
respective multiplexer data inputs. In order to test the entire multiplexer it is
necessary to additionally target the address select inputs aj. Let us take a look at
functional models for targeting faults in the signals aj and E.
In order to test address select signals A={aj}, a functional fault model
based on distinguishing of values of data signals Di is implemented. In this
approach, the distinguishing is carried out on a HLDD as shown in Figure 30.
This Figure presents an example of a datapath HLDD for REG2 that contains a
multiplexer address signal MUX1_ADDR, which is tested with address value
Vk = 1. The constraint to make the behaviour of REG2 sensitive of faults in
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MUX1_ADDR is that values at variables labelling the successors of node m
must differ and a path to m must be activated (i.e., REG2_ena must have value 1).

Figure 30. Functional fault model using HLDD node distinguishing

The functional fault model sets up the following constraints that, when
satisfied, guarantee a 100 per cent SSA coverage for the corresponding
multiplexers:
Constraint 1. For covering all the SSA faults in signals A={aj} it is
sufficient that with selecting each address select value Vk we distinguish
the value of data signal Dk selected by A=Vk and all the data signal values,
which are selected by address values, whose Hamming distance from
Vk is 1.
The proof is straightforward. It is easy to see that a SSA fault at bus A
would lead to a situation where another data input is selected. It is obvious that
any SSA at A fault would change the value of A to a faulty value whose
Hamming distance from the fault free value is 1. By distinguishing the data
signals at corresponding inputs the effect of the SSA fault at A would be made
observable at the output of the multiplexer. Performing such distinguishing for
each value of A is sufficient to test all the SSA faults at A since both values
(zero and one) would be covered at each bit positions by data signal
distinguishing.
Let us discuss testing the SSA faults at the enabling lines E={eij}, which
are the inverted and non-inverted fan-outs of the address select bus (See Figure
31). It is important to note that these signals are in fact m-bit buses and thus
testing the address select bus A does not necessarily cover all the faults in {eij}.
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Figure 31. Functional test setup algorithm

Note that stuck-at zero faults at these lines are already covered by the
hierarchical test of the modules (FUs) connected to the data inputs of the
multiplexer. Since we are considering functional fault model as a supplement to
the hierarchical one, these faults do not have to be explicitly targeted.
Constraint 2. In order to test the SSA 1 faults at {eij}, the following
constraints apply. With all the values VL of A, for all the values Vk whose
Hamming distance form VL is 1. Signal A has to be assigned value Vk and
the values of data signals (denoted by Dk and DL) selected by the
respective values A=Vk and A=VL have to be distinguished. Since {eij} are
m-bit busses and the fault sensitizing values at each bit of DL is required,
it follows that over the set of distinguished Dk and DL one values have to
be distinguished at each bit position of DL.
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So far we have listed the constraints required for testing all the signals in
the multiplexer. In Figure 31, an algorithm for test manifestation for a
multiplexer in a hierarchical ATPG framework is derived based on the above
constraints. In the algorithm description, Di and Dk denote the values of the data
inputs selected by address values Vi and Vk, respectively. SSA1_mask and
new_mask are m-bit bit vectors. Characters , &, | correspond to bitwise XOR,
AND and OR operations, respectively.
The algorithm shows how to set up functional tests that can be applied in
the test manifestation stage in the HLDD-based path activation approach.
Subsequently, propagation and justification procedures have to be executed to
the test setups generated by this algorithm.
Note that the functional algorithm presented in Figure 31 distinguishes not
only the data signal values selected by values, whose Hamming distance is one.
This is done in order to extend the functional model to target the multiplexers to
the logic in the control part, which is used for decoding the FSM states to control
signals. While we have not developed a fault model to functionally cover the
control part, it is possible to target a part of it by this functional fault model.
Note that treating MUXs by a hierarchical fault model similar to the one
used for FUs would not have allowed targeting faults in the control part.
Furthermore, a slow, three-valued fault simulator would have been needed for
evaluating the fault coverage achieved at the low level in the multiplexers,
because some of the module inputs would remain unspecified.

6.3.3

Mixed functional-hierarchical fault model for comparison
operators

As experimental results presented in Chapter 6.5 show, the traditional
hierarchical test approach targeting fault coverage at FU only is not efficient. In
the previous subsection we introduced a functional fault model for multiplexers.
However, this subsection proposes mixed functional-hierarchical fault models
that have to be addressed in the HLDDs in order to set up tests for the
conditional operations. According to experiments, this fault model improves the
efficiency of the RTL test generation significantly.
The main challenges with testing comparison operators lies in the fact that
these modules do not have a path to a primary output that could be activated
through the datapath. Comparison operators provide inputs, called status bits, to
the control part FSM. Thus, a functional fault model going via the FSM is
needed in order to manage fault effect propagation. In addition, a hierarchical
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fault model is necessary for targeting the structural faults in the comparison
operations themselves.
The functional fault model is based on distinguishing the terminal nodes
of the FSM HLDD that are successors to the node labelled by the tested status
bit. There are two special cases, which are listed in the following:
1. Distinguishing the registers addressed by a pair of control words (i.e.
FSM HLDD terminal nodes).
2. Distinguishing the mux inputs controlled by a pair of control words.
In a case where all the control signals in the two distinguished FSM
terminal nodes are equal, we will perform the test setup in the respective next
states.
In the case a wrong datapath register is addressed because of a fault in the
next state logic, this will be revealed by distinguishing the values in the registers
and performing propagation and justification through the circuit. Or,
alternatively, if the two control words address the same set of registers, there can
be a difference in some multiplexer address signals. In the latter case, the
registers connected to inputs of the mux have to be distinguished.
Figure 32 shows an example of the test for comparison operators. Let the
current MUT be a conditional operation whose output is connected to the status
bit ‘status’. Let us consider the test setup for the module with the output value
being one (i.e., status = 1). (Note that separate tests for the MUT have to be set up
for output values 0 and 1, respectively.) As a first step, we try to identify possible
setup states for the fault manifestation stage. In order to do that we select a
nonterminal node in the FSM HLDD labelled by a variable signal. We activate
the path to this node obtaining the following value assignments: reset := 0,
state := Sj.
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Figure 32. Test setup for conditional operations

The next step is to select the datapath register for fault effect activation.
The register is determined by comparing the vectors at the two terminal nodes of
FSM HLDD, which lie at the end of the faulty and fault-free paths, respectively.
Registers which are selected by the fault free terminal node and deselected by
the faulty one are considered to be suitable for fault activation. (In our example,
register Ri matched the requirements and was chosen.) Subsequently, the
propagation, justification and constraint extraction procedures are performed as
explained in the previous section.

6.4 Experimental results
Table 5 presents the characteristics of the example circuits used in test
pattern generation experiments in this approach. The following benchmarks
were included to the test experiment: a GCD, an 8-bit sequential multiplier
(MULT8x8), an Elliptic Filter (ELLIPF), an ALU based processor´(RISC) and a
Differential Equation (DIFFEQ). The VHDL versions of GCD and DIFFEQ
were obtained from high-level synthesis benchmark suites [53] [54] and the
designs of MULT8x8 and RISC from FUTEG benchmarks [55]. The second
column “# faults” shows the number of single stuck-at faults in the circuits, the
third column “# FSM states” shows the number of states in the control part
FSM, and the columns “PI bits” and “PO bits” present the number of primary
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input and primary output bits, respectively. Finally, the 6th, 7th and 8th columns
show the number of registers, multiplexers and FU respectively. All the
experiments were run on a 366 MHz SUN UltraSPARC 60 server with 512 MB
RAM under SOLARIS 2.8 operating system.
Table 5. Characteristics of the benchmark circuits
circuit
gcd16
mult8x8
ellipf
risc
diffeq

# faults
1754
2036
5388
6434
10008

# FSM
states
8
8
28
4
6

PO
bits
16
16
113
16
48

PI bits
33
17
130
26
81

# of reg.
3
7
17
8
7

# of mux
4
4
7
4
9

# of FU
3
9
3
4
5

In Table 6, a comparison of test generation results of four ATPG tools on
the hierarchical benchmark designs is presented. Here, five sequential ATPG
tools are compared. These are a gate-level deterministic ATPG HITEC [9] and a
genetic algorithm based GATEST [10], hierarchical ATPG covering only
datapath FUs (column “FU only”), hierarchical test pattern generation for FUs
and multiplexers (column “FU only”), and finally, the approach proposed in
current approach (column “current method”). Columns “F.C., %” give the single
stuck-at fault coverage of the test patterns generated measured by the fault
simulator from TURBO TESTER system [56], created at the Tallinn University
of Technology. Columns “time, s” stand for test generation run-times achieved
on a 366 MHz SUN UltraSPARC 60 server with 512 MB RAM under
SOLARIS 2.8 operating system.
Table 6. Comparison of sequential circuit test generation tools

circuit
gcd16
mult8x8
ellipf
risc
diffeq
average F.C:

HITEC
F.C,
time,
%
s
59,11
365
65,9
1243
87,9
2090
52,8 49020
96,2 13320
72,4

GATEST
F.C,
time,
%
s
86,13 190,7
69,2 821,6
94,7
6229
96
2459
96,4
3000
88,4

FU
only
F.C,
%
62,55
69,4
86,7
83,9
96,44
79,8

FU+MUX
F.C,
%
time, s
85,71
497,4
74,2
76,9
95,04 1258,9
96,5
150,5
96,52
441,7
89,6

current method
F.C,
%
time, s
90,95
677,4
74,7
93,7
95,04 1258,9
96,5
150,5
97,09
453,7
90,9

The results show that the proposed method is very efficient for testing
sequential designs. It achieves on the average 2.5 % higher fault coverage than
the genetic tool GATEST on the given benchmark set. For the sake of
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comparison, an experiment with complete tests for datapath FU was performed.
This resulted in a poor overall coverage of the design, thus, showing the need for
FSM and multiplexer testing in the RTL ATPG. Note that the mixed fault model
did not improve fault coverage for circuits ELLIPF and RISC. This was due to
the fact that these circuits do not contain any comparison operators. One of the
main reasons for consistently low fault coverage in case of all the five
approaches for MULT8X8 was mainly due to a large number of sequentially
untestable faults. This issue was revealed by the deterministic ATPG HITEC
that was able to prove a large number of faults to be untestable. A redesign for
testability of this circuit would have increased the fault coverage for all the tools.

6.5 Chapter summary
In the chapter we defined the HLDD as an efficient model for RTL test
pattern generation for sequential cores. The HLDD model was compared to
currently popular assignment decision diagrams. It was pointed out the core
benefits of the former and presented the HLDD based test path activation
algorithm. The main novel contribution of this approach is the combination of
the three HLDD-based fault models in order to provide for efficient and fast
testing of sequential designs. Experiments show that these fault models allow
reaching higher stuck-at fault coverage when compared to other approaches. In
addition, our experimental results prove quite clearly that RTL test methods
targeting datapath FU only cannot guarantee a high fault coverage for the overall
design.
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7 Identifying Untestable Faults in Sequential
Circuits Using Test Path Constraints

In this chapter a constraint based untestable faults identification method is
introduced. The method is based on the hierarchical approach where test path
constraints extracted at the RTL are applied to prove untestable faults at the gate
level. First, the concept of test path constraints for testing a module in the RTL
design is presented. Then the procedure of extracting test path constraint by
algorithm is shown.

7.1 Previous work
A number of works have been proposed in order to tackle the problem of
identifying sequentially untestable faults. The first methods [57] were faultoriented and based on applying the combinational ATPG to the expanded timeframe model of the sequential circuit. However, such an approach does not scale
because of the size-explosion of the unrolled sequential models. Thus, a faultindependent method was introduced by Iyer et al. in [58]. The new algorithm
was called FIRES and it implemented illegal state information to complement
redundancy analysis. This was followed by a number of fault independent
methods including MUST [59], FUNI [60], FILL [60] and others. Liang [61]
proposed a simulation-based approach for sequential untestable fault
identification. However, it was shown in [60] that this method may result in
‘false positives’, i.e., a fault may be declared untestable when there actually is a
test for it. The common limitation of the above methods is that they operate at
the logic-level representation of the design. Thus, a considerable amount of
effort is put on the implication process carried out at the level of logic netlists.
In their previous work [62], the authors introduced a specific subclass of
sequentially untestable faults, called register enable stuck-on faults and a method
for proving them untestable using a model checker.
Early hierarchical methods on bottom-up RTL testing relied on the
assembly of module tests and were applicable of the simplest systems only [29].
A more solid basis for the bottom-up paradigm was laid by Ghosh et al. in [44].
In their work, test environments are generated for each functional module of a
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given functional RTL circuit described in an ADD [35] using symbolic
justification/propagation rules using a nine-valued algebra. In this method, a test
sequence is then formed by substituting the corresponding test patterns in the
test environment. However, the proposed nine-valued algebra cannot guarantee
the generation of a test environment, even if it exists. To overcome this
drawback, Zhang et al. upgraded the nine-valued algebra to a ten-valued algebra
by taking the variable line value range into consideration. This algebra is able to
generate much more test environments [36]. In [37], Zhang’s approach has been
further improved by introducing additional propagation rules.
Lee and Patel introduced a top-down constraint-based test pattern
generation for microprocessors in [30]. Several constraint-based top-down
approaches followed, including [63] [64]. [65] proposed a bottom-up approach
based on a HLDD engine and on applying a commercial constraint solver
SICStus. As experiments show, the tool achieves a lower fault coverage in
comparison to a commercial logic-level ATPG. In [46], a top-down approach
including a constraint solving package ECLiPSe [40] has been proposed.
None of the previous methods apply RTL constraints in order to prove
logic-level untestable faults. Thus, the fault efficiency reported by the
approaches [30] − [46] is often low, which decreases the test engineer’s
confidence in the test. Here, by fault efficiency we mean the ratio of the number
of tested faults to the number of testable faults.

7.2 Motivation
Test generation for sequential synchronous circuits is a time-consuming
task. ATPG tools spend a lot of effort not only on deriving test vectors for
testable faults but also on proving that there exist no tests for the untestable
faults. Because of this reason, the identification of untestable faults has been an
important aspect in speeding up the sequential ATPG.
The percentage of untestable faults in sequential circuits tends to be
considerably higher than in the combinational ones. For combinational circuits,
untestable faults occur due to the redundant logic in the circuit, while for
sequential circuits untestable faults may also result due to unreachable states or
due to impossible state transitions.
The main goal of this work is to process the set of constraints in order to
derive conditions for a dedicated logic-level ATPG in proving untestability. The
new method allows detecting sequential untestability in combinational modules
(functional units, multiplexers) embedded into a hierarchical circuit and is based
on path activation constraints extracted by a RTL ATPG.
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7.3 Constraint-based untestability proof flow

RTL
network
(VHDL)
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RTL test path
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Logic synthesis

Constraint
minimization
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constraints (VHDL)

Test
environm.
(EDIF)

Constraint-driven
deterministic ATPG

Test
patterns

Fault
coverage

Untestable
faults

Figure 33. Constraint-based untestability proof flow

Figure 33 presents the corresponding top-down test flow for targeting a
MUT in a hierarchical RTL design. The flow contains three main phases that are
marked with grey. During the first phase, RTL test path activation, the full set of
constraints for setting up a test path to test an RTL module is extracted on the
RTL design representation. We apply the RTL hierarchical ATPG [46] in order
to extract the constraints for accessing the MUT. Hierarchical ATPG activates as
many sets of constraints as there are test paths for that module in a bounded limit
of clock cycles. In [46], test constraints were utilized to propagate test patterns to
and from the MUT.
During the second phase this set of constraints is minimized as presented
in Section 6.5 resulting in a compact test environment for accessing the MUT.
The test environment is translated into VHDL and synthesized to logic-level
using Synopsys Design Compiler (SDC).
The third phase generates deterministic tests to the logic-level module
taking into account the minimized path constraints. Here, the constraint-driven
logic-level ATPG is run on the logic-level description of the MUT instantiated
into the synthesized test environment. As a result we obtain the list of
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sequentially untestable faults in the MUT as well as test patterns for the entire
design.

7.4 Test path constraints extraction at the RTL
For each datapath MUT, we extract control part FSM state sequences in
order to propagate fault effects from the output of the MUT to primary outputs
and to propagate the values from the primary inputs to the inputs of the MUT.
Such state sequences constitute test paths for accessing MUT. We represent the
test paths by sets of constraints. All test paths within a certain cycle limit are
activated and the corresponding constraints extracted by the proposed algorithm.
This cycle limit is first set to 1 and then gradually incremented until the obtained
constraints will be non-empty after the minimization. In order to extract the RTL
test path constraints in this approach, a test path activation tool DECIDER [46]
is applied.
Consider the general case of test path constraints for a MUT presented in
Figure 19 in Section 5.4. Such constraints are extracted as follows. First, the
value from the output variable xi of the MUT fi is propagated to a primary output
xO,j by activating a state sequence xS(t)→ xS(t+1)→... → xS(t+n) in the control
part. Here, by x(t) we denote the value of variable x at the clock cycle t. Thus,
the propagation state sequence starts at a time step t, which is referred to as the
manifestation step, and it ends at a clock cycle t+n. During the propagation, path
activation constraints cA,pCA are created at time steps where the next state value
of xS depends on the status bits XN. When the fault effect value propagates from
xi to xO,j at the time step t+n then the propagation constraint cP is created.
Subsequent to the propagation, the constraint justification process
begins. Starting from the time step t+n, we move backwards in time until the
manifestation step t is reached. At each time step we update the propagation
constraint cP and those path activation constraints cA,p whose creation time step
is later than current time step. During the update, the unjustified variables X″
XR of the constraint expressions g(X’, X″) for all the constraints are substituted
by expressions hi(X′′′i) on model variables X′′′i  XR  XI , where hi(X′′′i) are the
expressions implemented by functional units FU selected according to the values
of control signal variables XC at the current time step.
At the manifestation time step t, we create the transformation constraints
for each input of the MUT. Without loss of generality, Figure 19 shows a MUT
with two inputs xi,1 and xi,2. Thus, in current case the transformation constraints
cJ,1CJ and cJ,2CJ are created, respectively. We continue moving backwards in
time until at some time step t–m all the variables in the constraints are primary
inputs XI. During this process we update all the created constraints and create
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new path activation constraints cA,p at time steps where the previous state value
of xS is depending on the status bits XN.
Note that the extracted constraints contain expressions g(X) on primary
inputs XI and constants. (In the case of the propagation constraint cP the
expression also depends on the MUT output xi). The expressions are determined
by the functions implemented by functional units FU and, in the case of path
activation constraints cA,p, also by comparison operations FN. The exponential
size complexity of the constraints expression g(X) is avoided by uniting multiple
occurrences of the same variable (i.e., the literals) in the constraints at each time
step into one single fan-out variable. Because of this, the size requirements for
the constraints are linear with respect to justification time frames and they
represent a subset of the expanded time-frame model of the circuit.
After one consistent set of test path constraints are extracted by Decider,
a backtrack occurs and the tool attempts to use alternative propagation and
justification paths. The process ends when all the consistent test paths within a
certain time step limit are activated and respective test path constraints are
extracted.

7.5 Minimization of test path constraints
The minimization step is required due to the fact that the full set of test
path constraints may become large considering their representation in the VHDL
and performing logic synthesis on them. The latter is needed to handle the
constraints by the gate level ATPG in order to prove untestable faults.
Every test path piP, with P being the set of all the test paths for a MUT
within a given time frame, may be represented as a triple ‹ cP,i, CJ,i, CA,i ›, where
cP,i is the propagation constraint, CJ,i is the set of justification constraints and CA,i
is the set of path activation constraints extracted for the test path pi, respectively.
We can represent the full set of test paths P by a DNF formula Φ, where terms
correspond to the test paths pi and literals are the constraints ci,j belonging to the
test paths and represented as quantifier-free bitvector (QFBV) predicates. The
three groups of constraints cP,i, CJ,i and CA,i are each minimized separately.
Minimization of the DNF formula Φ takes place as follows. First of all,
we minimize the propositional skeleton of the formula (a Boolean expression
where all predicates are replaced by propositional variables) using a state-ofthe-art algorithm ESPRESSO [66].
Second, some constraints in the test paths can be redundant. In order to
remove such redundancies we apply a method presented in [66] and briefly
described here. Consider a first-order logic formula Φ given in a negation
normal form. First, we build a tree where intermediate nodes represent either
or operations and leafs represent QFBV predicates. The idea is to test each
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leaf L against a special formula αL , called the critical constraint. If αL L
then L can be replaced by true, and if αL
¬L then L can be replaced by
false. Assume, for example, that Φ is presented in DNF:

Then, for a leaf Lkl , 1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ mk,

To test whether αL implies L or ¬L we use an SMT solver Z3 [67].

7.6 Constraint-driven ATPG for proving untestability
We use the assignment decision diagram ADD [35] data structures in
order to illustrate the test path constraints.
Consider Figure 34, which gives the ADD for the full set of constraints P
extracted for the GCD example. In other words, the MUT can only be tested
using one of the two test paths presented in Figure 34A and 34B. The two test
paths contain only path activation constraints and the paths are identical except
for the fact that the primary inputs IN1, IN2 are swapped in them.
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Figure 34. A full set of test path constraints for the MUT

Note that from the point of view of accessing the MUT these two
environments are equivalent. It is irrelevant which primary input is used in
applying the test patterns when representing the constraint-based test
environment for proving untestability. Therefore, we denote the value justified
from the k-th input of the MUT by xk and the value propagated from the MUT
output by y.
The test paths p1 and p2 both consist of two path activation constraints
cA1,1, cA1,2 and cA2,1, cA2,2, respectively. cA1,1 (which is equivalent to cA2,1) states
that x1 must not be equal to x2. cA1,2 (equivalent to cA2,2) states that x1 must be
greater than x2. Since all the path activation constraints ci,j within a test path
should hold simultaneously they are combined using the conjunction operator. In
turn, all the test paths pi are combined using the disjunction operation because
any one of them may be applied for accessing the MUT. Therefore, we can
combine the constraints into a DNF as follows:

c
i

i, j

.

j

Subsequent to combining the test path constraints, the constraint
minimization is performed. Using the method presented in previous Section we
obtain for the example in Figure 34:
( x1  x 2 )  ( x1  x 2 )  ( x1  x 2 )  ( x1  x 2 )  x1  x 2 .
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Figure 35 shows the ADD for the minimized test environment resulting
for testing the MUT of the example presented in Figure 34. The constraint shows
that the MUT (a subtractor) may only be accessed when the first input of it, i.e.,
x1 is greater than the second one, x2.

Figure 35. Constraint-based test environment for MUT

The obtained test environment, excluding the MUT, is automatically
translated into the VHDL and synthesized to a logic level using SDC. The MUT
is linked by instantiating its logic level description into the VHDL of the test
environment. Subsequently, the constraint-driven logic-level ATPG is run. As a
result we obtain the list of sequentially untestable faults in the MUT as well as
test patterns for testing the MUT.

7.7 Discussion on the effect of the top-down proof
As a side effect, the test environment allows us to evaluate the accuracy
of bottom-up hierarchical ATPG. In particular, the strict interpretation of
Ghosh’s algebra [8] leads to overly pessimistic results because tests for some
MUTs are aborted due to justification conflicts. On the other hand, the weak
interpretation is too optimistic and can also lead to loss of fault coverage because
some of the test patterns that are expected to cover faults in the MUT do not
propagate.
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Consider the case where in a bottom-up scenario we have a deterministic
test Tq generated for the MUT in a stand-alone mode reaching the maximum
fault coverage Wq for the MUT. Then, we generate the test environment for the
module and substitute Tq into this test environment. Due to the test path
constraints the actual fault coverage that can be achieved for the MUT
embedded inside the network is Wa, which is generally lower than the standalone fault coverage Wq. However, when we fault simulate Tq substituted into
the test environment we obtain a fault coverage Wr, where Wr ≤ Wa≤ Wq.
In other words, the bottom-up approach may lose some fault coverage
with respect to the top-down one because the set of the tests to choose from is
restricted to Tq. If the bottom-up test generation algorithm for the MUT had had
some knowledge about the test path constraints it would have generated a
different test Ta whose fault coverage would have been equal to Wa. Thus, a
deterministic ATPG taking into account the test path constraints is necessary in
order to achieve maximum fault coverage and also to prove untestability within
sequential circuits. Experiments with the constraint-driven deterministic ATPG
presented in Section 6.9 show that the difference between the coverage Wr and
Wa may be even as high as 8-14 per cent of stuck-at coverage.

7.8 Limitations and threats to validity
One of the main limitations of the current implementation of the
hierarchical untestability identification tool is the fact that the RTL circuits
considered are strictly divided into a control and datapath parts. Vast majority of
real-world RTL designs are not restricted to the single control part concept.
However, this limitation is related to the path activation engine applied [46] and
it is not a principal one for the presented method. For example the steps of
minimization of constraints and the constraint-driven gate-level ATPG are
completely independent of this restriction. Furthermore, it is possible to extend
[46] into an RTL path activation tool that would support a network of control
part FSMs as opposed to a single one.
Another limitation is the requirement that the modules selected for
untestability analysis from the RTL design must be combinational. The method
could be easily extended to support pipelined modules. In addition, there exists
an efficient top-down method for proving untestable faults in register modules
based on bounded model-checking [62]. However, the method cannot be
currently applied to arbitrary sequential modules.
Finally, the complexity of the DNF of the constraints in the minimization
step of the method grows exponentially with the increase of the cycle limit k of
the path activation. Table 7 shows the dependency between the numbers of
leaves in the constraints DNF as a function of the cycle limit k. Three modules
have been included to the analysis: a subtraction function from the GCD
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benchmark and two additional modules from the b04 circuit from the ITC99
benchmark family [68]. Figure 36 visualizes that dependency on a logarithmic
scale. The benchmarks GCD and b04 were selected to analyse the complexity
because the curve cannot be explored on DIFFEQ and MULT8X8 examples
tested in the experimental results section. This is due to the fact that for both the
DNF is empty until a certain cycle limit is reached.
Table 7. Number of leaves in the DNF as a function of the cycle limit k
k
1
2
3
4
8

b04 (AVERAGE1)
0
20
1216
50867
N/A

Number of leaves in the DNF
b04 (AVERAGE2)
0
10
610
25408
N/A

gcd (SUBTR)
0
2
14
54
444

100000
10000
b04 (AVERAGE1)

1000

b04 (AVERAGE2)
100

gcd (SUBTR)

10

cycle limit, k

1
2

4

8

Figure 36. Number of leaves in the DNF as a function of the cycle limit k.

7.9

Experimental results

In order to evaluate the hierarchical untestability identification and test
generation method, experiments on HLSynth92 [53] and HLSynth95 [54]
benchmarks were run. In addition, to compare the solution with the traditional
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bottom-up approach (e.g., [36]) and assess its fault efficiency, a comparative
study was carried out.
Table 8 presents the characteristics of the example circuits used in test
pattern generation experiments in this approach. The following benchmarks
were included to the test experiment: a GCD, MULT8X8, and a DIFFEQ. In the
Table, the number of single stuck-at faults, the number of primary input and
primary output bits, and the number of registers FR, multiplexers FM and
functional units FU in the RTL code are reported, respectively. The final column
presents the upper limit for control part FSM cycles (i.e., the maximum times the
same control state is traversed) as a time-step bound for the untestability proof.
This bound is dependent on the design functionality and can be set by the test
engineer.
Table 8. Benchmark characteristics
circuit
gcd
mult8x8
diffeq

#faults
472
2356
10326

PI
bits
33
17
81

PO
bits
16
16
48

# reg.
(|FR|)
3
7
7

# Mux
(|FM|)
4
4
9

# FU
(|FU|)
3
9
5

time
limit
5
8
7

Table 9 shows experiments reporting the time spent by different stages
of the constraint-driven untestability identification flow. Note that not all the
modules (multiplexers FM and functional units FU) in the RTL designs are
affected by sequential untestability. Our method identified one module from
GCD, three modules from MULT8X8 and two modules from DIFFEQ whose
minimized constraints were a non-empty set. Thus, only the above-mentioned
six modules were considered in the hierarchical untestability proof by the
constraint-driven logic-level ATPG. As it can be seen from the Table 8, the
extraction of test path constraints required up to one minute of run time. As
discussed in Section 6.5 the constraint minimization step is very much
dependent on the time-step bound. In the case of ADD2 the time-step bound k is
7 and the time for minimizing the constraints is accordingly more than 4000
seconds. The test environment synthesis from VHDL to logic-level using SDC
remained almost constant and was around 5 to 10 seconds per module while the
deterministic constraint-based ATPG spent less than 0.02 seconds per MUT.
Constraint extraction was performed on a 2.5 GHz, Intel Core2 Duo
T9300 PC with 4 GB of RAM, constraint minimization on a 2 GHz, Intel Core 2
Duo P7350, 3GB RAM on Windows 7 Pro OS and the synthesis and test
experiments were carried out on a Sun-Fire-V250 station with 1.28 GHz sparcv9
processor on Solaris 2.9 OS.
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Table 9. Constraint-driven top-down ATPG versus bottom-up ATPG
circuit
module

gcd
SUBTR

constraint
extraction, s
constraint
minimization, s

mult8x8
ADD2

2,9

ADD3

diffeq
SUBTR

MUX3

47,86

MUX4

9,18

0,05

4710

< 0,01

52

14

82

synthesis, s

5,38

5,33

9,52

5,25

5,1

5,1

ATPG, s

0,01

0,01

< 0,01

0,02

< 0,01

< 0,01

The experiments in Table 10 present comparison of the proposed
method to the bottom-up paradigm [36]. For creating the test library for the
bottom-up approach, the modules were first tested by the ATPG in a stand-alone
mode. As a result, a test sequence Tq yielding 100 % stuck-at fault coverage Wq
was obtained. The proposed top-down constraint-driven ATPG reached fault
coverage Wa which was less than Wq because of the constraints when accessing
the MUT that was embedded into the network. However, the fault efficiency of
the proposed approach was always 100 % for all the modules.
When test Tq was substituted to the test environment in a bottom-up
manner then fault coverage Wr was reached, which was always lower than Wa
because some of the tests were invalidated by sequential dependencies. In fact,
Wr was considerably lower (by 8-14 %) for all the four modules analysed. Thus,
the proposed top-down method was capable of reaching maximum fault
coverage for the analysed modules with respect to the test path constraints and
proving all of the sequentially untestable faults in them.
Table 10. Constraint-driven top-down ATPG versus bottom-up ATPG results for circuit
modules
circuit
module
Wq, %
Wa, %
Wr, %

gcd
SUBTR
100
95,74
85,11

mult8x8
ADD2
100
86,64
72,49

ADD3
100
55,88
47,06

SUBTR2
100
85,33
74,07

diffeq
MUX3
100
75
64,71

MUX4
100
75
64,71

Table 11 presents detailed statistics of the circuits analysed. The table lists
the total number of stuck-at faults in the whole circuit, the number of tested
faults, number of unobservable/uncontrollable faults, untestable register faults
from [62], the number of faults proven sequentially untestable by the proposed
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constraint-based approach and finally the number of all the remaining faults. The
experiments show the efficiency of the constraint-driven engine in untestability
identification. Though the method quickly classifies untestable faults caused by
sequential untestability in the considered modules with 100 % efficiency, there
remain a number of faults in other modules, including in the control part, which
are still neither tested nor proven untestable. Some of these remaining faults can
be tested or proven untestable by ATPG approaches at the logic-level.
Table 11. Breakdown of faults
# total faults
# tested faults [46]
# unobs./uncontr. faults
# untestable register faults [62]
# sequentially untestable faults
# remaining faults

gcd
472
439
28
0
4
1

mult8x8
2356
1737
195
130
156
138

diffeq
10326
9867
252
130
68
9

In order to evaluate the fault efficiency (i.e., the ratio of the number of
tested faults to the number of testable faults) of the proposed approach it was
compared with a commercial ATPG from a major CAD vendor. The commercial
ATPG is based on a deterministic gate-level algorithm. The results of the
experiments are shown in Table 12. As it can be seen, the gate-level tool
obtained comparable fault efficiency only in the case of the MULT8X8 example.
In the case of GCD and DIFFEQ benchmarks there was a large percentage of
faults aborted by the tool.
Table 12. Comparison of fault efficiency

Circuit
gcd
mult8x8
difeq

Fault efficiency, %
Constraint-based +
Commercial ATPG
register untestability
76,55
99,79
89,06
89,90
97,25
99,91
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7.10 Chapter summary
A new method for hierarchical untestable stuck-at fault analysis of nonscan sequential circuits is presented. The method is based on extracting and
minimizing RTL test path activation constraints that drive a dedicated logiclevel deterministic ATPG. Experiments show that it is capable of generating
tests yielding maximum fault efficiency for modules embedded into the RTL.
In addition, our study shows that traditional test generation at RTL
based on symbolic test environment generation is too optimistic due to the fact
that constraints in accessing the modules under test have been ignored.
Experiments showed that bottom-up strategies caused a decrease of stuck-at
fault coverage up to the range of 8−14 % in the modules tested when compared
to the proposed approach. This short-coming is overcome by the proposed topdown constraint-based method which obtains 100 per cent stuck-at fault
efficiency with respect to the sequential testability constraints for all the modules
considered.
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8 Thesis conclusions
This thesis concentrates on the hierarchical ATPG for synchronous
sequential circuit that has been proposed as a promising alternative to tackle
complex sequential circuits.
To summarize the main contributions of the thesis are:
-

A novel deterministic constraint-based method for hierarchical
ATPG for RTL.

The method combines test path constraint activation with a constraint
solver where a deterministic algorithm that extracts constraints for activating test
paths at RTL is applied. Subsequently, a constraint solving package ECLiPSe is
used for assembling the tests. Experiments show that the proposed deterministic
method offers very short run time. In particular, it provides increased fault
coverage which ranges from 3 to 34 % for tested examples with respect to
earlier, semi-formal, approaches.
-

A novel fault model combined together with hierarchical fault
model, functional fault model and a mixed hierarchical-functional
fault model.

The main novel contribution of this approach is the combination of the
three HLDD-based fault models in order to provide for efficient and fast testing
of sequential designs. The method defined the HLDD as an efficient model for
RTL test pattern generation for sequential cores. The HLDD model was
compared to currently popular assignment decision diagrams. Experiments show
that these fault models allow reaching higher stuck-at fault coverage when
compared to other approaches for testing sequential. It achieves on the average
2.5 % higher fault coverage than the genetic tool GATEST on the given
benchmark set.
-

A novel method for identifying untestable faults in sequential
circuits.

The method is based on extracting and minimizing RTL test path
activation constraints that drive a dedicated logic-level deterministic ATPG.
Experiments show that the tool is capable of generating tests yielding maximum
fault efficiency for the embedded modules under test. To the best of the authors
knowledge this is the first method that can prove sequential untestability starting
from the RTL. In addition, our study shows that traditional test generation at
RTL based on symbolic test environment generation is too optimistic due to the
fact that constraints in accessing the modules under test have been ignored.
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Experiments presented in this work showed that bottom-up strategies caused a
decrease of stuck-at fault coverage up to the range of 8-14 % in the modules
tested when compared to the proposed approach. This short-coming is now
overcome by the proposed constraint-based method which obtains 100 per cent
stuck-at fault efficiency for all the modules considered.
All three approaches were included into hierarchical test generation tool
named Decider. The feasibility of all proposed methods was proven by the
presented experimental results by ITC, HLSynth92 and HLSynth95 benchmarks.
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Constraint-based Test Pattern Generation at
the Register-Transfer Level
Taavi Viilukas, Jaan Raik, Maksim Jenihhin, Raimund Ubar, Anna Krivenko
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Raja 15, 12618 Tallinn, Estonia
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Abstract— The paper introduces a novel
constraint-based automated test pattern
generator for Register-Transfer Level
(RTL) designs. The tool combines test path
constraint activation with a constraint
solver. First, a deterministic algorithm that
extracts constraints for activating test paths
at RTL is applied. Subsequently, a
constraint solving package ECLiPSe is used
for assembling the tests. Experiments on
ITC99 and HLSynth92/95 benchmarks
show that the proposed deterministic
method offers short run times. In
particular, it provides increased fault
coverage for hard-to-test designs with
respect to earlier, semi-formal, approaches.
Keywords-Register-transfer
level;
automated test pattern generation; constraint
satisfaction problems; decision diagrams

I.

INTRODUCTION

At present, satisfactory methods for
testing sequential circuits are missing and
this has led the community to replace the
hard test pattern generation task by
theoretically much simpler approach
relying on scan paths together with
combinational Automated Test Pattern
Generation (ATPG). However, the scanpath method has its shortcomings
including increased area, delay and
consumed power. It also causes targeting
of non-functional failure modes, which
results in over-testing and yield loss [1].
Several approaches to generating tests
for structural faults in sequential cores
have been proposed over the years.
Despite of all the efforts the problem still
lacks a breakthrough. At the gate-level, a
number of deterministic test generation

tools, both academic [2, 3] and
commercial, have been implemented.
None of these methods can efficiently
handle sequential designs of even a couple
of thousands of gates. With the further
growth of the circuit size fault coverages
tend to drop while run times increase
rapidly.
Better performance has been obtained
with simulation-based approaches. Here,
genetic algorithm based methods have
been widely used [4, 5, 6]. Relatively
efficient results have been obtained by
spectral methods [7]. However, the
simulation-based methods are fast for
smaller circuits only and become
ineffective when the number of primary
inputs and the sequential depth of the
circuit increase. Moreover, these methods
do not guarantee detection for hard-to-test
random pattern resistant faults.
Many works on functional test
generation have been published in the past
[8, 9]. In this field, an efficient technique
based on BDD manipulation of data
domain partitions has been proposed [10].
However, the fundamental shortcoming of
the approaches that rely on functional fault
models is that they do not offer full
structural level fault coverage.
Hierarchical and RTL test pattern
generation has been proposed as a
promising alternative to tackle complex
sequential circuits. Here, top-down and
bottom-up strategies are known. In the
bottom-up approach [11], tests generated
at the lower level will be later assembled
at the higher abstraction level. Such
algorithms ignore the incompleteness

problem: constraints imposed by other
modules and/or the network structure may
prevent test vectors from being assembled.
In the top-down approach [12], where
constraints are extracted at the higher level
with the goal to be considered when
deriving tests for modules at the lower
level.

Section 4, the algorithm and constraint
extraction is explained on an example.
Section 5 introduces the constraint solving
setup. Finally, experimental results and
conclusions are presented.

A number of works have been
published on implementing assignment
decision diagram models [13] combined
with SAT methods to address registertransfer level test pattern generation [14,
15, 16]. All of these are bottom-up
methods based on a multi-valued algebra
for establishing transparent test paths.
Therefore they suffer from the
incompleteness issue described above.

The test generation approach proposed
in current paper contains two main
phases. During the first phase, high-level
test path activation, an untested module is
selected and for this module propagation
and justification is performed as
explained in Section 3. In addition,
constraints for the test path are extracted.
The goal of the second phase is to satisfy
the constraints by using a constraint
solver and to compile the test patterns by
assigning the values obtained by the
constraint solver to the primary input
signals (See Section 4).

In current paper, we propose a new
algorithm for constraint-based ATPG on
High-Level Decision Diagram (HLDD)
models. [17] proposed a bottom-up
approach based on an HLDD engine and a
commercial SICStus constraint solver. As
experiments show, the tool achieves lower
fault coverage in comparison to a
commercial gate-level ATPG. In [18], a
top-down approach DECIDER was
introduced, which relied on random
constraint solving. The method was
recently combined with Extended Finite
State Machine (EFSM)-based engine
LAERTE++ from the University of
Verona, which resulted in a semi-formal
setup [19].
Current
paper
introduces
a
deterministic algorithm that extracts
constraints for activating test paths at RTL
and subsequently applies a constraint
solving package ECLiPSe [20] assembling
the tests. Experiments on ITC99 and
HLSynth92/95 benchmarks show that the
proposed deterministic method offers
short run times. In particular, it provides
increased fault coverage for hard-to-test
designs with respect to earlier, semiformal, approaches listed above.
The paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we introduce the concept of test
generation constraints. Section 3 presents
the high-level path activation algorithm. In

II.

CONCEPT OF PATH ACTIVATION
CONSTRAINTS

The
high-level
test
generation
constraints considered in current paper
are divided into three categories. These
are
path
activation
constraints,
transformation
constraints
and
propagation constraints. Path activation
constraints correspond to the logic
conditions in the control flow graph that
have to be satisfied in order to perform
propagation and value justification
through the circuit. Transformation
constraints, in turn, reflect the value
changes along the paths from the inputs
of the high-level Module Under Test
(MUT) to the primary inputs of the whole
circuit. These constraints are needed in
order to derive the local test patterns for
the module under test. Propagation
constraints show how the value
propagated from the output of the MUT
to a primary output is depending on the
values of the signals in the system. The
main idea here is to guarantee that fault
signals will not be masked when
propagated.
All the above categories of constraints
are represented by common data

structures and manipulated by common
procedures for creation, update, modeling
and simulation.

In the following, the data structure and
update operations of high-level test
generation constraints are defined.

Let us explain the role of these
constraints in test generation on an
example test path activation for a circuit
module shown in Figure 1. In the Figure
there are two path activation constraints:
true = f1(x1,x2) and false = f2(x2,x3). The
first one is necessary to propagate the
value from the output of the module to the
primary output y3 of the circuit. The latter
is required for justification of the first
input (D1) of the module under test. Both
these constraints are extracted from the
conditional nodes traversed in the control
flow graph of the circuit during high-level
path activation. The Figure also presents
two transformation constraints. These
constraints are applied for computing the
value of the corresponding module input
depending on the values of primary inputs
of the circuit. Finally, there is a
propagation constraint, which states that
the value propagated from the module to
the primary output y3 is dependent on the
primary input x6. Thus, in order to avoid
fault masking the value of x6 must be
chosen such that the fault free and faulty
values of Dout would differ. Note, that the
subsets of the primary input variables
included into the different types of
constraints may overlap.

Definition 1: A condition C = g(x), where
C is an integer, Boolean or symbolic
value, and g(x) is an expression on a
subset of variables of the model
representing the system under test, is
refered to as constraint.

Circuit
PIs

Path activation constraints

x1

POs
y1

true = f1 (x1,x2)

x2

Conditions in
algorithm
graph

false = f2 (x2,x3)

x3
D1 = f3 (x3,x4)

x4
D2 = f4(x4,x5)

x5
x6

D1

Module D
Under out
Test

y2
Propagation
path

y3

D2

Transformation constraints

y4

Propagation constraints:
f5(Dout,x6) f5(Dout_faulty,x6)

Figure 1. An example of test generation
constraints

In current approach, symbolic values
that can be used for C in a constraint C =
g(x) are Di and Dout which correspond to
the values of the i-th input and the output
of the current Module Under Test (MUT),
respectively (See Figure 1).
Definition 2: Constraint C = g(x) is said to
be justified if x  xI, where xI is the set of
primary inputs of the system. Otherwise,
C = g(x) is an unjustified constraint.
If a constraint C = g(x) is unjustified
then all the variables in the set xU  x that
are not input variables xI are said to be
unjustified variables of the constraint.
Definition 3: Let xJ be the set of justified
variables and xU be the set of unjustified
variables of a constraint C = g(xJ, xU).
The process, where each variable xUi
is substituted by expressions on model
variables x’i x, is refered to as updating
the constraint C = g(xJ, xU) and it creates
a new constraint C’ = g’(xJ, x’), where g’
can be regarded as a superposition of
functions on a set of variables in the
system model representation. Section 4
presents an example of constraint update
in test path activation.
Note, that justified constraints consist
of operations on primary inputs xI and
constants
xC.
Furthermore,
the
exponential size complexity of the
constraints g(x) is avoided by uniting
multiple occurrences of the same variable
(i.e. the literals) in the constraints at each
time step into one single fanout variable.
Because of this, the size requirements for
the constraints are linear with respect to
justification time-frames and they

represent a small subset of the expanded
time-frame model of the circuit. Thus, the
high-level test constraint extraction
procedure is scalable.
III.

DETERMINISTIC TEST PATH
ACTIVATION

The
high-level
symbolic
path
activation, proposed in current paper is a
complete algorithm, i.e. if transparent
paths for fault effect propagation and
value justification exist, they will be
activated. The algorithm has been
implemented as a systematic search and
therefore an inconsistency in any stage
causes a backtrack and a return to the last
decision. However, due to the NPcomplete nature of the problem, in some
cases, the search must be terminated after
a certain maximal number of solutions
have been tried. For the sake of simplicity
and speed, only three types of symbolic
values are used during the path activation:
D

- line with the fault effect,

X
value,

-

V
value.

- line with an assigned

line

with

unassigned

In the following the propagation and
justification principles of the proposed
RT level ATPG are presented.
3.1 Fault effect propagation
The purpose of the propagation
procedure is to activate a state sequence
that propagates the fault effect from the
output of the module under test to one of
the primary outputs of the design. In
current approach, propagation along
single path is implemented. In order to
keep track of the fault effect propagation
a dedicated fault effect pointer is used.
During propagation, high-level test path
activation constraints are created. Fig. 2,
presents the algorithm for fault effect
propagation.
In the algorithm descriptions the term
consistent FSM control vector is

frequently used. By this term we mean a
control vector (row) in the control part’s
FSM state table whose control signal
values are consistent with value
assignments made for control signals
while propagating (activating) paths in
the datapath.
/* Fault manifestation for module M */
Create constraints from all the module inputs input i(M)
Set fault effect pointer to node output(M)
/* Fault effect propagation */
While fault pointer is not propagated to a primary output
Let a be the node pointed by fault effect pointer
Choose the most observable fanout branch of a
Set control signals required to transport fault effect from the
fanout branch to the next fanout stem or register node b
/* always only one such path exists! */
Set fault effect pointer to b
If exists a consistent FSM control vector then
Choose the most observable consistent control vector
Create constraints of corresponding FSM input vector
If b is a register then
move to the next time-frame
Endif
Else
Backtrack
Endif
Endwhile

Figure 2.

Fault effect propagation algorithm.

3.2 Constraint justification
Subsequent to propagation, constraint
justification starts. Justification moves
backward in time, starting from the clockcycle, where propagation ended. During
this process existing constraints are
updated and additional path activation
constraints
are
created.
Finally,
constraints solving procedure is applied to
the extracted constraints and module
under test is fault simulated by constraintdriven, local test data.
Nodes of the circuit, which
correspond to primary inputs or constants
are called justified nodes. All other nodes
are said to be unjustified. Constraints
containing unjustified nodes are refered to
as unjustified constraints.
Updating
the
test
generation
constraints is defined in Section 2 and
shown in more detail on an example
presented in Section 4. Basically,
updating a constraint can be regarded as
superposition of the unjustified nodes of
the constraint by new datapath nodes
determined by paths activated in the
datapath by current control vector.

At each justification step, current
justification objective is chosen. In the
proposed algorithm implementation the
justification objective is to justify the first
unjustified node from the first unjustified
constraint. The algorithm for constraint
justification is presented in Fig 3.
/* Constraint justification */
While exist unjustified constraints
If current time- frame is earlier than manifestation then
Let current objective be to justify node b
Choose the most controllable fanout, F.U. or register node a,
which directly precedes b
Set control signals activating path from a to b
/* always only one such path exists! */
If exists a consistent FSM control vector then
Choose the most controllable consistent control vector
Create constraints of corresponding FSM input vector
If a is a register then
move to the previous time- frame
Endif
Else
Backtrack
Endif
Else
Move to the previous time- frame
Endif
Update all active constraints
Endwhile
/* Solve constraints (See Section 5!) */

Figure 3. Constraint justification algorithm.

IV.

CONSTRAINT EXTRACTION
EXAMPLE

In the following, the test path
activation algorithm and constraint
extraction is explained basing on the
example of the Greatest Common Divisor
(GCD). Consider the GCD algorithm
described at behavioral level in a pseudo
hardware description language:
A := IN1; A := IN1;
B := IN2; B := IN2;
while (Awhile
 B) (A  B)
if (A <ifB)
(Athen
< B) then
B := B B
– A;
:= B – A;
else
else
A := A A
– B;
:= A – B;
end if;
end if;
end while;end while;
OUT := A;

OUT := A;

Let us assume that subsequent to
applying high-level synthesis to the
algorithm description we obtain the RTL

architecture presented in Figure 4. This
architecture consists of a datapath of 3
Functional Units (FU), 2 registers and 4
multiplexers and a control part Finite State
Machine (FSM) of four states. The
datapath architecture is depicted in Figure
4a and the control part is given as a state
table in Figure 4b, respectively.
We further explain the test generation
algorithm described in Section 3 by the
example of generating test paths for the
module SUBTR.
Fault manifestation. Set all the variables
to
‘don’t
care’
values.
Create
transformation constraints D0=mux3,
D1=mux4. Set the fault effect pointer to
variable SUBTR, i.e. yD := SUBTR.
Fault effect propagation. Choose a
datapath register that reads from the FU
SUBTR. There are two possible choices:
reg_A and reg_B, respectively. Let us
select the first choice. Subsequently, we
activate the path from SUBTR to reg_A,
which results in the following variable
assignments: A_enable := 1, mux_12 :=
1. Next, we have to choose a consistent
FSM control vector. The only vector
consistent
with
previous
variable
assignments is the one corresponding to
row 7 in the FSM state table (labeled by
vector 0, X, X, S3, S0, 1, 0, 1, 0). Based
on this vector we obtain the following
assignments: reset:=0, B_enable := 0,
mux_34 := 0, state := S3 (in current clock
cycle), state := S0 (in the next clock
cycle). We move to the next clock cycle
and set the fault effect pointer yD to
reg_A (i.e. OUT).
We detect that the fault effect pointer
points to a variable corresponding to a
primary output and thus have successfully
completed the fault propagation process.
Constraints justification. As there were
no path activation constraints created
during manifestation and propagation
stages, we move backwards in terms of
clock-cycles until the clock-cycle of
manifestation phase is reached. We select

the justification objective from the
unjustified variables of the transformation
constraints (D0=mux3, D1=mux4). Let
current objective be to justify variable
mux3. Due to the fact that we have
already assigned mux_34 := 0 at current
clock-cycle during the propagation
process, then we have no choice but
backtracing mux3 to reg_A. We update
the constraints, obtaining D0= reg_A, D1=
reg_B and move to the preceding clock
cycle.

(ECLiPSe5.10_41) to solve the test path
constraints. ECLiPSe supports most of the
common techniques used in solving
constraint problems. It includes constraint
programming,
mathematical
programming, local search and various
combinations of the above. We have
embedded the solver into the C++ code of
the ATPG and use the string-based
approach.

Without focusing on further details,
we continue executing the constraint
justification algorithm until the path
presented in Figure 9 is activated as one
of possible high-level path solutions. In
the Figure we have denoted the
manifestation clock cycle by t, the i-th
cycle following t is denoted by t+i and ith cycle preceding t is denoted by t-i,
respectively. Below the clock-cycle
information, the activated state sequence
is provided. Then we present graphically
the processes of fault propagation and
extraction of transformation constraints.
Decisions in the high-level path activation
are marked by stars (*) in the Figure.
Extraction of path activation constraints is
depicted below the striped line. Here, t
corresponds to Boolean value ‘true’ and f
corresponds to ‘false’. As shown in
Figure 5, we have to apply the constraint
satisfaction process to the following set of
constraints: in1 < in2 is false, in1 ≠ in2 is
true.

lib(ic),L is (0),R is(8^2)-1,
X_41::L..R, (7 >> 1 #= X_41),
indomain(X_41,random)

An example of a constraint string is
given in the following:

This constraint string is divided into 5
groups. First you have to define the
library. In our case it is the finite domains
library ic. In the second group you will
define domain boundaries, then variables
and domain is defined. The constraints
and finally search criteria are given.
(Search criteria are not mandatory).
As experiments presented in the
following Section show the deterministic
constraint solving has definite advantages
over the pseudo-random method.
mux_12
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In the previous top-down test pattern
generation algorithms by the authors [18,
19], random constraint solving was
applied. In this paper we have selected the
open source ECLiPSe constraint solver
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Subsequent to testing the node with
the first path, backtrack occurs and the
high-level path activation algorithm tries
to find alternative path solutions.
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RT-level architecture of the GCD
circuit.
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VI.

It can be seen that the fault coverage
improvement
obtained
by
the
deterministic constraint solving setup
ranges from 3 to 34 % for the tested
examples. Note, that while the fault
coverages for the circuits are low, this is a
usual case for the sequential ATPG
because of the large number of untestable
faults.

D = in2

2

Figure 5.

Table 1 shows the comparison of the
semi-formal
approach
DECIDER
presented in [18] and the proposed topdown tool. Comparison has been obtained
by fault simulating the test sets generated
by both generators by a stuck-at fault
simulator for sequential circuits. The row
‘# faults’ of the Table shows the number
of stuck-at faults in the circuit. The row
‘# tested’ presents the number of tested
faults by [18] and the proposed approach.
The row ‘cover., %’ lists the achieved
stuck-at fault coverages. ‘time, s’ stands
for the ATPG run times in seconds.
Finally, the number of generated test
vectors is reported in the row ‘# vect.’

t=(in1in2)

TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF SEMI-FORMAL [18]
AND THE PROPOSED DETERMINISTIC ATPG
METHODS

RT-level architecture of the GCD
circuit.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the impact of the
deterministic
constraint
solving
experiments on ITC99 and HLSynth92/95
benchmarks were carried out. By this
moment we have included the following
three circuits into the analysis: b00, 604
and gcd because these circuits contain
“equal to” comparison operators which
are hard to test by pseudorandom
constraint solving.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The paper introduces a novel
constraint-based automated test pattern
generator for Register-Transfer Level
(RTL) designs. The tool combines test
path constraint activation with a
constraint solver. First, a deterministic
algorithm that extracts constraints for
activating test paths at RTL is applied.

Subsequently, a constraint solving
package ECLiPSe is used for assembling
the tests. Experiments on ITC99 and
HLSynth92/95 benchmarks show that the
proposed deterministic method offers
very short run times. In particular, it
provides increased fault coverage which
ranges from 3 to 34 % for the tested
examples with respect to earlier, semiformal, approaches.
Note, that while the fault coverages
for the circuits are low, this is a usual case
for the sequential ATPG because of the
large number of untestable faults. As a
future work we plan to integrate
untestable fault analysis for sequential
circuits (e.g. [21]) into the constraintbased ATPG to improve fault efficiency
estimation.
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Abstract— Recently, a number of works
have been published on implementing
assignment decision diagram models
combined with SAT methods to address
register-transfer
level
test
pattern
generation. Those methods have proven
efficient. However, all of them target
modules inside the datapath of the circuit.
In this paper, we show by experiments that
the fault coverage achieved by full datapath
tests is often lower than what can be
achieved if faults in the control part FSM
were additionally considered. We also
propose a new type of fault model for
targeting faults in FSMs embedded to RTL
descriptions. In addition, we present an
alternative for traditional assignment
decision diagrams, which provides for a
more general representation of RTL
circuits. We show that our model, called
high-level decision diagrams, allows
efficient high-level test path activation.
According to experiments the proposed
approach outperforms state-ofthe- art test
pattern generation tools..

I.

INTRODUCTION

Several approaches to generating tests
for structural faults in sequential circuits
have been proposed over the years.
However, the problem still lacks a
breakthrough. At the gate-level, a number
of deterministic test generation tools, both
academic [1, 2] and commercial, have
been implemented. None of these methods
can efficiently handle sequential designs
of even a couple of thousands of gates.
With the further growth of the circuit size
fault coverages tend to drop while run
times increase rapidly.
Better performance has been obtained
with simulationbased approaches. Here,
genetic algorithm based methods have
been widely used [3, 4, 5]. Recently,

efficient results have been obtained by
spectral methods [6]. The approaches
belonging to this class are fast for smaller
circuits only but become ineffective when
number of primary inputs and the
sequential depth of the circuit increase.
Many works on functional test
generation have been published in the past
[7, 8]. In this field, an efficient technique
based on BDD manipulation of data
domain partitions has been proposed [9].
However, the main principal shortcoming
of the approaches that rely on functional
fault models only is that they cannot
guarantee satisfactory structural level fault
coverage.
Hierarchical and RTL test pattern
generation has been a promising
alternative to tackle complex sequential
circuits. Here, top-down and bottom-up
strategies are known. In the bottom-up
approach [10], tests generated at the lower
level will be later assembled at the higher
abstraction level. Such algorithms ignore
the incompleteness problem: constraints
imposed by other modules and/or the
network structure may prevent test vectors
from being assembled. In the top-down
approach [11], where constraints are
extracted at the higher level with the goal
to be considered when deriving tests for
modules at the lower level.
Recently, a number of works have
been
published
on
implementing
assignment decision diagram models [12]
combined with SAT methods to address
register-transfer
level
test
pattern
generation [13, 14]. The authors of this
paper have been relying on a different
kind of representation, called high-level
decision diagrams [15, 16], where, both,
control unit and datapath are handled in a

uniform manner. An efficient RTL path
activation has been previously proposed in
[17] and complemented with precision
fault models for multiplexers in [18].
The common shortcoming for all the
former decision diagram based approaches
is that they are targeting modules in the
datapath of the circuit. Our previous
research
has
shown
that
while
deterministic test pattern generation
algorithms are in general less powerful for
larger circuits, they are still capable of
testing a number of faults from the FSM
part that the RTL and hierarchical
methods are unable to cover.
In this paper, we propose a new type
of fault model based on high-level
decision diagrams dedicated to faults in
FSMs embedded into RTL descriptions.
The paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we introduce the circuit model
of high-level decision diagrams. Section 3
gives a short overview of the high-level
path activation process. Section 4 defines
the new fault models used in current
approach. Finally, experimental results
and conclusions are presented..
II.

HIGH-LEVEL DECISION DIAGRAMS

This Section defines the
concept of high-level decision diagrams
(HLDD) and compares the model to
commonly used assignment decision
diagram (ADD) approach. We will point
out the main differences between the two
models and show how HLDDs can be
used in efficient RTL test path activation.
The following Sections will explain in
detail the HLDD based path activation
method and fault models for embedded
FSMs.
2.1 Basic definitions
Decision
diagrams
are
graph
representation of discrete functions. A
discrete
function
y=f(x),
where
y=(y1,…yn) and x=(x1,…xm) are vectors
is defined on X=X1x…xXm with values
y ∈ Y = Y1x…xYn, and both, the domain
X and the range Y are finite sets of

values. The values of variables may be
Boolean, Boolean vectors, integers.
For representing the functions y=f(x) we
use decision diagrams Gy. A Decision
Diagram (DD) is a directed noncyclic
labeled graph that can be defined as a
quadruple G=(M,E,X,D), where M is a
finite set of vertices (referred to as nodes),
E is a finite set of edges, X is a function
which defines the variables labeling the
nodes and the variable domains, and D is
a function on E.
The function X(mi) returns a pair (xi,Xi),
where xi is the variable letter which is
labeling node mi and Xi is the domain of
xi. Each node of a DD is labeled by a
variable. A single variable can label
multiple nodes. In special cases of DDs,
nodes are labelled by constants,
arithmetic expressions or vectors.
An edge e∈E of a DD is an ordered pair
e=(m1,m2) ∈E2, where E2 is the set of all
the possible ordered pairs in set E.
Graphical interpretation of e is an edge
leading from node m1 to node m2. It is
said that m1 is a predecessor node of m2,
and m2 is a successor node of the node
v1, respectively.
D is a function on E representing the
activating conditions of the edges for the
simulating procedures. The value of D(e)
is a subset of Xi, where e=(mi,mj) and
X(mi)=(xi,Xi). It is required that
Pmi={D(e) | e=(mi,mj) ∈E } is a partition
of the set Xi. In other words, the subsets
of the set Xi labeled on the edges starting
from a node mi must not overlap and their
union must be equal to Xi.
DD has only one starting node (root
node) m0, for which there are no
preceding nodes. The nodes, for which
successor nodes are missing are referred
to as terminal nodes MT. Simulation on
decision diagrams takes place as follows.
Consider a situation, where all the node
variables are fixed to some value.
According to these values, for each nonterminal node a certain output edge will
be chosen which enters into its
corresponding successor node. Let us call

such connections activated edges under
the given values. Succeeding each other,
activated edges form in turn activated
paths. For each combination of values of
all the node variables there exists always
a corresponding activated path from the
root node to some terminal node. We
refer to this path as the main activated
path. The simulated value of variable
represented by the DD will be the value
of the variable labeling the terminal node
of the main activated path.

When representing systems by decision
diagram models, in general case, a
network of DDs rather than a single DD is
required. During the simulation in DD
systems, the values of some variables
labeling the nodes of a DD are calculated
by other DDs of the system.

Figure 1. RTL circuit (top left), its HLDD (top right) and ADD (bottom).

2.2 HLDD representation for RTL
circuits
Datapath can be viewed as a network
consisting of modules or blocks. These
include registers, multiplexers and
Functional Units (FUs). Inputs for the
datapath are the primary inputs xI and
control signals xC (e.g. multiplexer
addresses and register enable signals).
Outputs are the primary outputs xO as
well as status bits xN (primarily from
comparison operators) leading to the
control part FSM.
In HLDD models representing the
datapath,
the
nonterminal
nodes
correspond to control signals (labeled by
variables xC). The terminal nodes
represent operations (functional units).
Register
transfers
and
constant
assignments are treated as special cases of
operations.
At the RT-level, datapath is represented
by a system of DDs. In this paper we use
partitioning, where for each primary
output, fanout signal and register a DD
corresponds. In addition, multiplexers that
are connected to FU inputsare also
represented by a separate DD.
Similar to the datapath, the control part of
an RTL design can be represented by a
HLDD. This DD calculates the values for
a vector consisting of the state variable
and control signals. In the DD, the nonterminal nodes correspond to current state
(labeled by variable xS) and status bits
originating from the datapath (variables
xN). Terminal nodes hold vectors with
the values of next state and control
signals xC.
2.3 Differences between HLDDs
and ADDs
Figure 1 presents the RTL description of a

Greatest Common Division benchmark
and its corresponding HLDD and
Assignment Decision Diagram (ADD)
representations. Apart from the fact that

HLDD description contains less nodes,
there are the following fundamental
differences:
1.ADDs structure closely matches the
RTL design. Edges of ADD correpond to
connecting nets in datapath. ADD for
FSM is equivalent to its gate-level
implementation. In contrast, HLDDs do
not strictly follow the circuit structure.
Here, a synthesis to extract data and
control relationships from the circuit
functionality has been carried out.
2.ADD model includes four types of
nodes (read, write, operator, assignment
decision). In HLDD the nodes are treated
uniformly and can be divided into
nonterminal nodes (control) and terminal
nodes (data).
3.While ADDs do not support decisionmaking implicitly in the model, in
HLDDs, the selection of a node activates
a path through the diagram, which derives
the needed value assignments for
variables. Note, that the edges in ADD
model have no labels. This is the most
significant difference between the two
models.

III.

RTL TEST PATH ACTIVATION USING
HLDDS

This Section presents the top-down
hierarchical test generation framework
used as a basis in the paper. The concept
of hierarchical test generation constraints
is explained and different stages of the
test pattern generation algorithm on
HLDD models are explained.

3.1 Constraint-based hierarchical
test generation
The hierarchical test generation
constraints considered in current paper can
be divided into two categories: path

activation constraints and transformation
constraints. Path activation constraints
correspond to the logic conditions in the
control flow graph that have to be satisfied
in order to perform propagation and value
justification through the circuit.
Transformation constraints, in turn,
reflect the value changes along the paths
from the inputs of the high-level module
under test to the primary inputs of the
whole circuit. These constraints are
needed in order to derive the local test
patterns for the module under test. Both
types of constraints can be represented by
common data structures and manipulated
by common procedures for creation,
update, modeling and simulation.
Figure 2 explains the role of these
constraints in test generation for a circuit
module. In the Figure there are two path
activation constraints: true = f(x1,x2) and
false = g(x2,x3). The first one is necessary
to propagate the value from the output of
the module to the primary output y3 of the
circuit. The latter is required for
justification of the first input (D1) of the
module under test. Both these constraints
are extracted from the conditional nodes
traversed in the control flow graph of the
circuit during high-level path activation.
In addition, the Figure presents two
transformation
constraints.
These
constraints represent the function for
computing what will be the value of the
corresponding module input depending on
the values of primary inputs of the circuit.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical test generation
constraints

Fig. 3. RTL path activation on HLDDs

3.2 Test path
constraint extraction

activation

and

Test generation for a circuit Module
Under Test (MUT) starts with the fault
manifestation procedure. During the fault
manifestation phase, fault effect is set to
the MUT output. In addition, symbolic
transformation constraints are created in
form of Di = xi, i = 1,...,n, where n is the
number of inputs of current MUT. Di are
symbolic values representing local test
patterns applied to corresponding inputs of
MUT and xi are the lines in the model
representing these inputs.
Fault manifestation is followed by
fault effect propagation. During the
propagation stage we move forward in
time (clock-cycles), fault effect is
propagated towards primary outputs and
path activation constraints are created
whenever conditions in the control flow
graph are traversed. Propagation is
completed when we have obtained a state
sequence transfering the fault effect to a
primary output of the circuit.
Subsequent to propagation, constraint
justification begins. Justification moves
backwards in time, starting from the
clock-cycle, where propagation ended.
During this process existing constraints
are updated and additional path activation
constraints are created. The process will
be terminated when all the variables in all
the constraints are primary inputs. Finally,
constraints solving procedure is applied to

the extracted constraints and MUT is fault
simulated by constraint-driven, randomly
generated local test data.
Fig. 3 explains the steps of
propagation, justification and constraint
update on HLDD models. Fig. 3a shows
the implications we can perform on the
model when propagating the fault effect
from a datapath register reg_i2 to register
reg_o. As a first step, we have to activate
a path from the root node to the node
labeled by reg_i2. From this path we
obtain assignments enable := 1 and mux1
:= 0. Then, we select the terminal node
from the FSM HLDD, which is consistent
with the above assignments. This node is
marked with grey. We activate the path
from the FSM root node to the chosen
terminal node. This results to assignment:
next state := s2. Since the activated path
traverses a node with condition R1<R2 it
has to be added to the set of path
activation
constraints.
Similarly,
assignments
are
derived
during
justification and constraint update steps.
IV.

HLDD FAULT MODELS FOR FSM

As it was mentioned above the previous
RTL ATPG test generation approaches
focus on the datapath part of a circuit.
The functional fault model for
multiplexers proposed in [16] covers also
the output logic of the FSM. However,
fault models for targeting next state logic
in a hierarchical test pattern generation
context are missing. We propose two
types of fault models that have to be
addressed in HLDDs in order to set up
tests for the next state logic. The cases are
listed in the following: 1. Distinguishing
the registers addressed by a pair of
control words (i.e. FSM HLDD terminal
nodes). 2. Distinguishing the mux inputs
controlled by a pair of control words.
In the case, a wrong datapath register is
addressed because of a fault in the next
state logic, this will be revealed by
distinguishing the values in the registers
and
performing
propagation
and
justification through the circuit. Or,

alternatively, if the two control words
address the same set of registers, there
can be a difference in some multiplexer
address signals. In the latter case, the
registers connected to inputs of the mux
have to be distinguished.
There is another issue raising from
conditional operations, whose outputs are
connected to the FSM as status bits. There
exists no path from these modules
through the datapath to primary outputs.
However, the internal structure of the
comparison
operation
should
be
exhaustively covered by the fault model.
In current approach, a functional fault
model is selected to activate the fault
effect at the status bit and a hierarchical
fault model is implemented to test the
module at the low-level. Figure 4 shows
an example of the test for comparison
operators.
Let current MUT be the conditional
operation, whose output is connected to
status bit ‘status’. Let us consider the test
setup for the module with the output
value being one (i.e. status = 1). (Note,
that separate tests for the MUT have to be
set up for output values 0 and 1,
respectively). As a first step, we try to
identify possible setup states for the fault
manifestation stage. In order to do that we
select a nonterminal node in the FSM DD
labeled by variable ‘signal’. We activate
the path to this node obtaining the
following value assignments: reset := 0,
state := Sj.
The next step is to select the datapath
register for fault effect activation. The
register is determined by comparing the
vectors at the two terminal nodes of FSM
DD, which lie at the end of the faulty and
fault-free paths, respectively. Registers,
which are selected by the faultfree
terminal node and deselected by the faulty
one are considered to be suitable for fault
activation. (In our example, register Ri
matched the requirements and was
chosen). Subsequently, propagation,
justification and constraint extraction

procedures are performed as explained in
the previous section.

Table 1. Comparison of sequential
circuit test generation tools

VI.

Fig. 4. FSM test covering conditional
operations
V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Table 1, comparison of test
generation results of four ATPG tools on
five hierarchical designs are presented.
The benchmarks are mainly from
HLSynth92 and HLSynth95 families. All
the experiments were run on a 366 MHz
SUN UltraSPARC 60 server with 512
MB RAM under SOLARIS 2.8 operating
system. Five sequential ATPG tools were
compared in the experiments. These were
a gate-level deterministic ATPG HITEC
[2] and a genetic algorithm based
GATEST [3], hierarchical ATPG
covering only datapath FUs, hierarcical
test pattern generation for FUs and
multiplexers, and finally, the approach
proposed in current paper.
The results show that the proposed
method is very efficient for testing
sequential designs. It achieves in average
2.5 % higher fault coverage than the
genetic tool GATEST on the given
benchmark set. For the sake of
comparison, an experiment with complete
tests for datapath functional units (FU)
was performed. This resulted in a poor
overall coverage of the design, thus,
showing the need for FSM and
multiplexer testing in RTL ATPG.

CONCLUSIONS

In the paper we defined high-level
decision diagrams (HLDD) as an efficient
model for RTL test pattern generation.
For the first time, this model is compared
to currently popular assignment decision
diagrams. We point out the main benefits
of the former and present a small example
of main test path activation tasks.
The main novel contribution of the paper
lies in introduction of new FSM fault
models on HLDD representations. We
show by experiments that these fault
models allow us to reach higher fault
coverages when compared to other
approaches. In fact, our experimental
results prove quite clearly that RTL test
methods targeting datapath functional
units only can not guarantee high fault
coverages for the overall design.
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Abstract— The paper proposes a new
hierarchical untestable stuck-at fault
identification
method
for
non-scan
sequential circuits containing feedback
loops. The method is based on deriving,
minimizing and solving test path activation
constraints for modules embedded into
Register-Transfer Level (RTL) designs.
First, an RTL test pattern generator is
applied in order to extract the set of all
possible test path activation constraints for
a module under test. Then, the constraints
are minimized and a constraint-driven
deterministic test pattern generator is run
providing hierarchical test generation and
untestability proof in sequential circuits.
We show by experiments that the tool is
capable of quickly proving a large number
of untestable faults obtaining high fault
efficiency. As a side effect, our study shows
that traditional bottom-up test generation
based on symbolic test environment
generation at RTL is too optimistic due to
the fact that propagation constraints are
ignored.

untestable faults has been an important
aspect in speeding up the sequential
ATPG.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Test
generation
for
sequential
synchronous designs is a time-consuming
task. Automated Test Pattern Generation
(ATPG) tools spend a lot of effort not
only for deriving test vectors for testable
faults but also for proving that there exist
no tests for the untestable faults. Because
of this reason, the identification of

For combinational circuits, untestable
faults occur due to the redundant logic in
the circuit, while for sequential circuits,
untestable faults (i.e. sequentially
untestable faults) may also result due to
unreachable states or due to impossible
state transitions. A number of works have
been proposed in order to tackle the
problem of identifying sequentially
untestable faults. The first methods [1]
were fault-oriented and based on applying
combinational ATPG to the expanded
time-frame model of the sequential
circuit. However, such approach does not
scale because of the size-explosion of the
unrolled sequential models. Thus, the
fault independent method was introduced
by Iyer et al. in [2]. The new algorithm
was called FIRES and it implemented
illegal state information to complement
redundancy analysis. This was followed
by a number of fault independent methods
including MUST [3], FUNI [4], FILL [4]
and others. Liang [5] proposed a
simulation based approach for sequential
untestable fault identification. However, it
was shown in [4] that this method may
result in ‘false positives’, i.e. a fault may
be declared untestable when there
actually exists a test for it. The common

limitation of the above methods is that
they
operate
at
the
logic-level
representation of the design. Thus a
considerable amount of effort is put on
the implication process carried out at the
level of logic netlists.
In their previous work [6], the authors
introduced a specific subclass of
sequentially untestable faults, called
register enable stuck-on faults and a
method for proving them untestable using
a model checker. In this paper we propose
a hierarchical untestability identification
method. The new method allows
detecting sequential untestability in
combinational modules (functional units,
multiplexers)
embedded
into
a
hierarchical circuit and is based on path
activation constraints extracted by a
Register-Transfer Level (RTL) ATPG.
In hierarchical RTL test generation,
top-down and bottom-up strategies are
known. In the bottom-up approach, tests
generated at the low-level will be later
assembled at the higher abstraction level.
Such algorithms yield short run-times but
ignore the incompleteness problem:
constraints imposed by other modules
and/or the network structure may prevent
test vectors from being assembled. In the
top-down approach, constraints are
extracted at the higher level as a goal to
be considered when deriving tests for
modules at the lower level. This approach
allows testing modules embedded deep
into the RTL structure. However, as
modules are often tested through highly
complex constraints, their fault coverage
may be compromised.
Early methods on bottom-up RTL
testing relied on the assembly of module
tests and were applicable of the simplest
systems only [7]. A more solid basis for
the bottom-up paradigm was laid by
Ghosh et al. in [8]. In their work, test
environments are generated for each
functional module of a given functional
RTL circuit described in an Assignment
Decision Diagram (ADD) [9] using

symbolic justification/propagation rules
using a nine-valued algebra. In this
method, a test sequence is then formed by
substituting the corresponding test
patterns into the test environment.
However, regardless of the existence of
some test environments, the proposed
nine-valued algebra cannot always
generate the test environments. To
overcome this drawback, Zhang et al.
upgraded the nine-valued algebra to a tenvalued algebra by taking the signal line
value range into consideration. This
algebra is able to generate much more test
environments [10]. In [11], Zhang’s
approach has been further improved by
introducing additional propagation rules.
Lee and Patel introduced top-down
constraint-based test pattern generation
for microprocessors in [12]. Several
constraint-based top-down approaches
followed, including [13, 14]. [15]
proposed a bottom-up approach based on
a High-Level Decision Diagram (HLDD)
engine and a commercial SICStus
constraint solver. As experiments show,
the tool achieves lower fault coverage in
comparison to a commercial logic-level
Automated Test Pattern Generator
(ATPG). In [16], a top-down approach
including a constraint solving package
ECLiPSe [17] has been proposed.
None of the previous methods apply
RTL constraints in order to prove logiclevel untestable faults. Thus, the fault
efficiency reported by the approaches
[12-16] is often low, which decreases the
test engineer’s confidence in the test.
(Fault efficiency refers to the ratio of the
number of tested faults to the number of
testable faults). In addition, as we will
show in this paper, in many cases, fault
coverage obtained for the modules in
RTL test generation may considerably
decrease if path activation constraints are
being ignored.
In this paper we propose a new
hierarchical untestability identification
method for non-scan sequential circuits

containing feedback loops. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first method that
can prove sequentially untestable stuck-at
faults starting from the RTL. The method
is based on deriving, minimizing and
solving test path constraints for modules
embedded into RTL designs. First, an
RTL test pattern generator is applied in
order to extract the set of all possible test
path activation constraints for a module
under test within a certain clock cycle
limit. Then, the constraints are minimized
and a constraint-driven deterministic test
pattern generator is run providing a timelimit-bounded hierarchical test generation
and untestability proof for sequential
circuits. We show by experiments that the
tool is capable of quickly proving a large
number of untestable faults obtaining
high fault efficiency. As a side effect, our
study shows that traditional bottom-up
test generation based on symbolic test
environment generation at RTL is too
optimistic due to the fact that propagation
constraints are ignored.

contain the connectivity information
between two nodes (Figure 1). A read
node represents a primary input port, a
storage unit or a constant while a write
node represents a primary output port or a
storage unit. An operation node expresses
an arithmetic operation unit or a logic
operation unit while an ADN selects a
value from a set of values that are
provided to it based on the conditions
computed by the logic operation units. If
one of the condition inputs becomes true,
the value of the corresponding data input
will be selected.

The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the definition of ADD
models, which is used as the basis of
presenting the untestability identification
method. In Section 3, the new
untestability indentification setup is
presented and a motivating example
showing the limitations of existing
bottom-up approaches is presented.
Section 4 explains the process of
obtaining the set of RTL constraints for
proving sequential untestability. Section 5
discusses the core benefits of the
proposed method. Section 6 provides
experimental results. The paper ends with
Conclusions.

When a node N is under test, the
testability of the node is guaranteed if (a)
any value can propagate from a read node
corresponding to a primary input port to
the input of N, and (b) the value at the
output of N can propagate to a write node
corresponding to a primary output port.
The paths which allow (a) and (b) to
occur are called justification path and
propagation
path,
respectively.
Justification and propagation can be done
through symbolic processing that utilizes
nine-valued algebra. The series of
symbols obtained from the symbolic
processing that activates justification and
propagation paths is known as the test
environment for the node under test.

II. TEST ENVIRONMENT GENERATION
WITH ADDS
Assignment decision diagram (ADD)
[9] is an acyclic graph that consists of a
set of nodes that can be categorized into
four types: read node, write node,
operation node and assignment decision
node (ADN), and a set of edges which

Figure 1. Assignment Decision Diagram (ADD)

For a given node under test, its test
sequence is generated by first extracting a
test pattern from the test set library and
by substituting the test pattern for the test
environment. The test set library is
obtained beforehand by first simply
taking a logic-level circuit of the node

under test, then generating the test
patterns for all faults in the circuit using a
combinational ATPG algorithm. In the
case where the node is synthesized into a
circuit which is different, fault simulation
must be performed to check the fault
efficiency of the test patterns.
The symbols of Ghosh’s nine-valued
algebra [10], each of which can be
assigned true or false, are as follows:
• Cg(v): variable v can be set to any value.
• C0(v): variable v can be set to 0.
• C1(v): variable v can be set to 1.
• Ca1(v): all bits of variable v can be set
to 1’s.
• Cq(v): variable v can be set to a
constant.
• Cz(v): variable v can be set to high
impedance Z.
• Cs(v): state variable v can be set to a
specific state.
• O(v): any fault effect at variable v can
be observed.
• O’(v): fault effect of D’ can be observed
for a single bit variable v.
To generate a test environment, first
an objective has to be set. In order to
achieve the test environment objective,
the test sequence for each ADD can be
generated through the following two
phases using justification/propagation
rules [10]:
Phase 1: Generate the test environment of
the node under test.
Phase 2: Generate the test sequence of the
node under test by substituting the test
patterns of the logic-level circuit
corresponding to the node under test for
the test environment.
Without going into details of the
symbol propagating rules, consider Figure
2 presenting backward propagation
(justification) of two symbols Cq and Cg
that converge in a fanout read node. In the
strict interpretation of the propagation
rules of [10] the two symbols when
converging in the fanout result in a

conflict. In the weak interpretation the
symbols will resolve in assigning Cg to
the read node.
?

Cg

Cq
Cg
Cq
Cg
conflict in the strict resolves in the weak
interpretation
interpretation

a)

b)

Figure 2. Handling of fanouts during justification

Thus, the strict interpretation of
Ghosh’s algebra [10] lead to overly
pessimistic results because tests for some
Modules Under Test (MUTs) are aborted
due to justification conflicts. On the other
hand, the weak interpretation is too
optimistic and can also lead to loss of
fault coverage because some of the test
patterns that are expected to cover faults
in the MUT do not propagate.
Experiments in this paper show that this
loss may be as high as 8-14 percent of the
stuck-at fault coverage.
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Figure 3. Test environment generation example. An
unrolled view.

Consider
as
an
example,
a
simplification of the ADD for the Greatest
Common Division (GCD) benchmark
presented in Figure 3. Without loss of
generality in this ADD the control state

information and the data registers have
been removed and the circuit has been
unrolled
by
applying
time-frame
expansion in order to improve the
readability of the diagram. (Note, that the
original GCD benchmark still contains a
data dependent loop, which has been
unrolled in Figure 3).
Assume that our task is generating a
test environment for the subtraction
module (MUT) in Figure 3. The output
value of MUT will be propagated to the
primary output OUT only if the first value
input of the corresponding assignment
decision is 1. Therefore we set the
corresponding condition input of the
ADN to C1. When we justify this
particular condition input and the symbols
at the MUT inputs according to the
propagation rules presented in [10], then
the strict interpretation of these rules
would lead into a contradiction (See
Figure 2a). However, the weak
interpretation (also used in [11]) would
still allow the following test environment:
IN1=Cg and IN2=Cg. Note, that in
current situation the weak rules are
preferable since they at least allow testing
part of the MUT while the strict rules
would not generate any test environment
at all.
III. CONSTRAINT-BASED UNTESTABILITY
PROOF FLOW

As opposed to the bottom-up test
environment generation presented in
Section
2,
the
constraint-driven
deterministic untestability identification
method proposed in current paper is based
on the top-down approach. The method
contains three main phases. During the
first phase, the full set of constraints for
setting up a test path to test an RTL
module are extracted at the high-level.
During the second phase this set of
constraints is minimized. The third phase
generates deterministic tests to the lowlevel module taking into account the path
constraints.

RTL
network
(VHDL)

Decider:
RTL test path
activation
Test path
constraints

Modules
library
(VHDL)
Synopsys DC:
Logic synthesis

Constraint
minimization
Minimized
constraints (VHDL)

Test
environm.
(EDIF)

Constraint-driven
deterministic ATPG

Test
patterns

Fault
coverage

Untestable
faults

Figure 4. Constraint-based untestability proof flow

Figure 4 presents the corresponding
test flow. We apply RTL ATPG Decider
[16] in order to extract the constraints for
accessing the MUT. Decider activates as
many sets of constraints as there are test
paths for that module in a bounded limit of
clock-cycles. In [16], test constraints were
utilized to propagate test patterns to and
from the MUT. However, in this paper the
purpose is to process the set of constraints
in order to derive conditions for a
dedicated logic-level ATPG in proving
untestability.
The
constraints
are
minimized as shown in the next Section,
translated into VHDL and synthesized to
logic-level using Synopsys Design
Compiler. Subsequently, the constraintdriven logic-level ATPG is run. As a
result we obtain the list of sequentially
untestable faults in the MUT as well as
test patterns for the entire design.
IV. CONSTRAINT-BASED TEST
ENVIRONMENT

In
this
Section
we
explain
minimization of the test path constraints
for a MUT. We show how to compute the
constraint-based test environment from
the set of test constraints. For the sake of
completeness we briefly summarize the
concept of test generation constraints
below.

In order to extract the RTL constraints
for a MUT, an RTL ATPG tool Decider
[16] is applied. The high-level test
generation constraints considered by
Decider are divided into three categories.
These are path activation constraints,
transformation
constraints
and
propagation constraints. Path activation
constraints correspond to the logic
conditions in the control flow graph that
have to be satisfied in order to perform
propagation and value justification
through the circuit. Transformation
constraints, in turn, reflect the value
changes along the paths from the inputs
of the high-level MUT to the primary
inputs of the whole circuit. These
constraints are needed in order to derive
the local test patterns for the module
under test. Propagation constraints show
how the value propagated from the output
of the MUT to a primary output is
depending on the values of the signals in
the system. The main idea here is to
guarantee that fault effect will not be
masked when propagated.
All the above categories of constraints
are represented by common data
structures and manipulated by common
procedures for creation, update, modeling
and simulation.
Note, that the extracted constraints
consist of operations on primary inputs
and
constants.
Furthermore,
the
exponential size complexity of the
constraints is avoided by uniting multiple
occurrences of the same variable (i.e. the
literals) in the constraints at each time
step into one single fanout variable. The
size requirements for the constraints are
linear with respect to justification timeframes and they represent a subset of the
expanded time-frame model of the circuit.
Consider Figure 5, which gives the
ADD of the full set of constraints for the
MUT from the example of Figure 3. In
other words, the MUT can only be tested
using one of the two test paths presented
in Figure 5a and 5b. The two paths are

identical except for the fact that the
primary inputs IN1, IN2 are swapped in
them.
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Figure 5. Full set of test path constraints for MUT

Note, that from the point of view of
accessing
the
MUT
these
two
environments are equivalent. It is
irrelevant which primary input is used in
applying the test patterns when
representing the constraint-based test
environment for proving untestability.
Therefore, we denote the value justified
from the i-th input of the MUT by xk and
the value propagated from the MUT
output by y.
The constraints C1 and C2 both consist
of two sub-constraints C1,1, C1,2 and C2,1,
C2,2, respectively. C1,1 (which is
equivalent to C2,1) states that x1 must not
be equal to x2. C1,2 (equivalent to C2,2)
states that x1 must be greater than x2.
Since all the sub-constraints within a
constraint should hold simultaneously
they be combined using the conjunction
operator. In turn, all the constraints are
combined using the disjunction operation
because any one of the test paths may be
used for accessing the MUT. In general
case for constraints Ci each consisting of
sub-constraints Ci,j the constraintenvironment for proving sequential
untestability is calculated using the
following formula:

 C

i, j

i

.

j

(1)

Subsequent to combining the test path
constraints constraint minimization is
performed. For the example in Figure 5
we obtain:

expected to cover faults in the MUT do
not propagate.
Consider the case where in a bottomup scenario we have a deterministic test
Tq generated for the MUT reaching the
( x1  x2 )  ( x1  x2 )  ( x1  x2 )  ( x1  x2 )  x1  x2 .
maximum fault coverage Wq for the
module. Then, we generate the test
environment for the module and
Figure 6 shows the ADD for the
substitute Tq into the test environment.
minimized constraint-based environment
Due to the test path constraints the actual
resulting for testing the MUT of the
fault coverage that can be achieved for
example presented in Figure 3. The
the MUT inside the network is Wa, which
constraint shows that the MUT (a
is generally lower than the fault coverage
subtractor) may only be accessed when
Wq. However, when we fault simulate T q
the first input of it, i.e. x1 is greater than
substituted into the test environment we
the second one, x2.
obtain a fault coverage Wr, where Wr ≤
W a ≤ W q.
In other words, the bottom-up
x2
x1
approach
may lose some fault coverage
Constraint
MU
with respect to the top-down one because
>
−
T
the set of the tests to choose from is
restricted to Tq. If the local test generation
algorithm for the MUT had had
y
knowledge about the test path constraints
Figure 6. Constraint-based test environment for MUT
it would have generated a different test
Ta, whose fault coverage would have been
equal to Wa. Furthermore, the remaining
faults inside the MUT would have been
V. DISCUSSION ON THE EFFECT OF THE
proven untestable. Thus, a deterministic
TOP-DOWN PROOF
ATPG taking into account the test path
Existing high-level ATPG methods do
constraints is necessary in order to
not allow proof of sequentially untestable
achieve maximum fault coverage and also
stuck-at faults. An exception is a previous
to prove untestability within sequential
work by the authors where a specific class
circuits. Experiments with the constraintof untestable register control faults were
driven deterministic ATPG presented in
proven untestable by applying modelSection 6 show that the difference
checking at the RTL [6]. The current
between the coverages Wr and Wa may be
work considers the general case of
even as high as 8-14 per cent of stuck-at
sequentially untestable stuck-at faults
coverage.
within RTL modules.
As a side-effect of our study, we show
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
that the top-down test environment
In order to evaluate the hierarchical
generation is more accurate than the
untestability identification and test
bottom-up one. In particular, the strict
generation method, experiments on
interpretation of Ghosh’s algebra leads to
HLSynth92 and HLSynth95 benchmarks
overly pessimistic results because tests
were run. In addition, to compare the
for some MUTs are aborted due to
solution with the traditional bottom-up
justification conflicts. On the other hand,
approach (e.g. [10]) and assess its fault
the weak interpretation is too optimistic
efficiency, a detailed case-study was
and can also lead to loss of fault coverage
carried out.
because some of the test patterns that are

Table 1 presents the characteristics of
the example circuits used in test pattern
generation experiments in this paper. The
following benchmarks were included to
the test experiment: a Greatest Common
Divisor (GCD), an 8-bit sequential
multiplier (MULT8x8), and a Differential
Equation (DIFFEQ). In the Table, the
number of single stuck-at faults, the
number of primary input and primary
output bits, and the number of registers,
multiplexers and functional units in the
RTL code are reported, respectively.
TABLE I.

BENCHMARK CHARACTERISTICS

circuit # faults PI bits PO bits # reg. # mux # FU
33
16
3
4
3
gcd
472
17
16
7
4
9
mult8x8 2356
48
7
9
5
diffeq 10326 81

In Table 2, comparison of test
generation results of three ATPG tools on
the hierarchical benchmark designs are
presented. This comparison was carried
out in order to show the time needed for
extracting
the
constraint-based
environment as explained in Section 4.
The tools include a logic-level
deterministic ATPG Hitec [18], a genetic
algorithm based Gatest [19], hierarchical
ATPG Decider applied in current paper.
Columns ‘F.C., %’ give the single stuckat fault coverages of the test patterns
generated. Columns ‘time, s’ stand for
test generation run-times in seconds. As it
can be seen the three sequential designs
analyzed introduce a serious challenge to
the deterministic and genetic algorithmbased ATPG tools. For the former, the
search space becomes too large and many
faults have to be dropped after a time-out
value has been encountered. For the latter,
the genetically engineered vectors are
unable to create tests for faults that
require specific sequences for activation
and propagation.

TABLE II.
ATPG

COMPARISON OF SEQUENTIAL

circuit

HITEC
GATEST
Decider
F.C., % time, s F.C., % time, s F.C., % time, s
gcd
59.11
365
86.13 190.7 90.95 677.4
mult8x8 65.9
1243
69.2 821.6 74.7 93.7
diffeq 96.2 13,320 96.40 3000 97.09 453.7

Table 3 shows experiments of the
constraint-driven ATPG developed in this
paper.
The
experiments
present
comparison of the proposed method to the
bottom-up paradigm [10]. For creating the
test library for the bottom-up approach,
the modules were first tested by the
ATPG in a stand-alone mode. As a result
a test sequence Tq yielding 100 % stuckat fault coverage Wq was obtained. The
proposed top-down constraint-driven
ATPG reached fault coverage Wa which
was less than Wq because of the
constraints when accessing the module
under test that was embedded into the
network. However, the fault efficiency of
the proposed approach was always 100 %
for all the modules.
When test Tq was substituted to the
test environment in a bottom-up manner
then fault coverage Wr was reached,
which was always lower than Wa because
some of the tests were invalidated by
sequential dependencies. In fact, Wr was
considerably lower (by 8-14 %) for all the
four modules analyzed. Thus, the
proposed top-down method was capable
of reaching maximum fault coverage for
the analyzed module and proving all of
the sequentially untestable faults in them.
The test environment synthesis from
VHDL to logic-level using Synopsys
Design Compiler remained almost
constant and was around 5 to 10 s per
module while the deterministic constraintbased ATPG spent less than 0.02 s per
module under test. The synthesis and test
experiments were carried out on a Sun-

Fire-V250 station with 1.28 GHz sparcv9
processor under Solaris 2.9 OS.
TABLE III.
CONSTRAINT-DRIVEN TOP-DOWN
ATPG VERSUS BOTTOM-UP ATPG RESULTS FOR
CIRCUIT MODULES

circuit:
module:
Wq, %
W a, %
Wr, %
ATPG, s
synthesis, s

gcd

mult8x8

diffeq

SUB

ADD2

ADD3

SUB2

MUX3

100
95.74
85.11
0.01
5.38

100
86.64
72.49
0.01
5.33

100
55.88
47.06
< 0.01
9.52

100
85.33
74.07
0.02
5.25

100
100
75.00 75.00
64.71 64.71
< 0.01 < 0.01
5.10
5.10

MUX4

Table 4 presents detailed statistics of
the circuits analyzed. The Table lists the
total number of stuck-at faults in the
whole circuit, the number of tested faults,
number of unobservable/uncontrollable
faults, the number of faults proven
sequentially untestable by the proposed
constraint-based approach and finally the
number of all the remaining faults. The
experiments show the efficiency of the
constraint-driven engine in untestability
identification. Though the method quickly
classifies untestable faults caused by
sequential untestability in the considered
modules with 100 % fault efficiency,
there remains a number of faults which
are still neither tested nor proven
untestable. Some of these remaining
faults can be tested or proven untestable
by traditional approaches at the logiclevel.
TABLE IV.

DISTRIBUTION OF FAULTS

# total faults
# tested faults
#
unobs./uncontr.
# sequentially
untestable
faults
# remaining
faults

gcd
472
439
28

mult8x8
2356
1737
195

diffeq
10326
9867
252

4

156

68

1

268
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fault analysis of non-scan sequential
circuits. The method is based on
extracting and minimizing RTL test path
activation constraints that drive a
dedicated logic-level deterministic ATPG.
Experiments show that the tool is capable
of generating tests yielding maximum
fault efficiency for the embedded
modules under test. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge this is the first
method that can prove sequential
untestability starting from the RTL.
In addition, our study shows that
traditional test generation at RTL based
on symbolic test environment generation
is too optimistic due to the fact that
constraints in accessing the modules
under
test
have
been
ignored.
Experiments presented in this paper
showed that bottom-up strategies caused a
decrease of stuck-at fault coverage up to
the range of 8-14 % in the modules tested
when compared to the proposed approach.
This short-coming is now overcome by
the proposed constraint-based method
which obtains 100 per cent stuck-at fault
efficiency for all the modules considered.
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